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Abstract

FUNCTIONAL MAGNETIC RESONANCEIMAGING(fMRI) STUDY OF THE TRIGEMINAL

SOMATOSENSORYSYSTEM IN HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS ANDPATIENTS WITH TRIGEMINAL

NEURALGIA

Surajit Basu

Introduction: Neuropathic Pain originates from damageto the nervous system that maintains a

painful perception without the presence of a continuousperipheral nociceptive cause. This study

aimed to investigate such changesin the nervoussystem in patients with trigeminal neuralgia, an

‘ideal pathological chronic pain’ model from that of healthy volunteers by a comparative study of

neural functions througha set of specific sensory stimulation and an fMRI based activation analysis.

The comparative study was extendedto include patients suffering from trigeminal neuropathy to

generate an intrapathology comparison and an understanding of pathology specificity of the

changesobserved.

Materials and methods: Ten healthy volunteers and thirteen patients (11 neuralgia , 2 neuropathy))

in the age group of 40-75 years underwent fMRI based experimentsconsistingof serial stimulations

of the three trigeminal areas of the face and ipsilateral thumb with air puffs and noxious heat. The

fMRI data was pre-processed. Weintroduced a novel eventidentification technique- ‘micromotion’

by detection of 3D spatial movement from motion correction time course data. The micromotion

identified patient movements dueto an effect of a stimulus and was foundto be a sensitive marker

of allodynic and neuralgic events. Single and multi subject analysis were conducted onthe data, and

compared. Comparisons were made with homologoushealthy volunteers’ data. The neuralgia group

wasfurther divided on the basis of symptoms and micromotion and detailed analysis of activation

through symptomsprogression were made.A revised predictive protocol was used for analysis of

the neuralgic attack event based on micromotion. We used False Discovery Rate (FDR) as error

correction tool for multiple comparisons.

Results :Tactile innocuous stimulation activated predominantly the contralateral area 2 of the

primary somatosensory cortexin healthy volunteers without any cingulate or insular stimulation.

Thermal pain activated predominantly the contralateral areal of the primary somatosensory cortex

along with bilateral anterior insular and cingulate activations. In patients with trigeminal neuralgia, a

shift of activation pattern was identified. The activations from theair puff stimulation drifted

towards areal of the primary somatosensory cortex along with the activation of anterior insula and

cingulate gyrus. The noxious heat activation instead occupied the area 2 of the primary

somatosensorycortex. Patients with trigeminal neuropathy maintained healthy volunteers

activation pattern but were hypersensitive to thermal pain with formationof large activation

clusters in anterior insula, bilateral S1 and the cingulate gyrus. Activation during allodynia showed a

harmonic response from the whole of known pain neuromatrix . A neuralgic attack using the same

airpuff protocol, demonstrated cortical activation to a predominantly contralateral primary

somatosensorycortex area 1. The analysis undertakenfollowing a ‘revised predictive protocol’

suggested a cortical spreadof activity from a seed of previous activation focusontheSI cortex. This

seed wasthe peak activation voxel during allodynic response and theonly cluster that wasvisible

during analysis of neuralgic attack data set using the uncorrected protocol. This activity at the point

of neuralgic attack was not associated with brain stem or sensory thalamic activity, suggesting the

neuralgic attack could be a cortical based phenomenon,like a sensoryfit. Thus discrete activation of

the primary somatosensorycortex with spread ofcortical activity and a reproducible variation of

fMRIactivation pattern from a healthy state was demonstrated.
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Chapter1: Introduction

Pain is an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with or potential

tissue damage.Pain is a polymodalsensation. The neural structure responsible for

the sensation of pain not only carries discriminatory information about ‘what and

where’ but also producesanaffective response. The processing of a sensory stimulus

including a painful stimulus in primates and humanstakeplace at multiple levels of

the central nervous system (CNS). In the CNS, the well-recognised synaptic stations

are at the dorsal horn, brain stem, hypothalamus-thalamus and the cerebral cortex.

The conceptof a ‘pain neuromatrix’ was introducedto defineall these parts of the

central nervous system involved that are in processing of sensation of pain (Melzack

1990).

Neuropathic pain originates from damage to the nervous system that maintains a

painful perception without the presence of a continuousperipheral nociceptive

cause.Its prevalenceis estimated at 7-8% of general population in Europe

(Bouhassira et al., 2008). In the clinical setting, patients suffering from this kind of



pain will lack any anatomical or biochemical diagnostic criteria that would

differentiate the painful from the non-painful forms of neuropathy. The diagnosis

often hinges on clinical history alone and not uncommonto havesignificant

differentials. To investigate neuropathic pain and appreciate the changesof the

nervous system,it is imperative to understand how the function of the nervous

system hasaltered in these conditions.

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a non invasive tool which can help

investigate and demonstrate the anatomical substrates of the neuronal network

which can be described as the pain matrix (Neuromatrix). fMRI has been used

extensively to investigate activities of the human brain in the past decade. Most of

these researchers investigated and confirmed the previous knowledgeofclassical

anatomy, physiology and neural connectivity. There is also a current explosion of

research into fMRI based investigations to identify brain areas involved in

computation/actioning of tasks, designed to investigate motor, sensory and affective

systems(event related fMRI). However fMRI has not becomea routine ‘function

based’ diagnostic tool. The activations of the brain areas manifested after an fMRI

statistical analysis remained subtle and required multi subject analysis to achieve any

meaningful statistical significance. Thus, this type of analysis precluded any single

patient analysis with confidence for diagnostic purpose, where such an opportunity

existed.

The wider availability of 3 Tesla MRI scanners raised the prospectof a highersignal to

noise ratio for fMRI analysis and opened the prospectof a single subject analysis and

investigation of functional disease states like neuropathic pain in a clinical context.

Trigeminal neuralgia is a chronic neuropathic pain condition. The diagnosis of

trigeminal neuralgia is clinical. There is no confirmatory diagnostic investigation

available for trigeminal neuralgia. The differentials of other painful facial conditions,

especially trigeminal neuropathy hasto be considered in patients with atypical

symptomsevenin the presenceof a well recognised structural cause (vascular

contact at root entry zone). A successful outcome following treatment, particularly

surgical decompressionis reliant on an accurate diagnosis of the condition.

Trigeminal neuralgia is a model pathological neuropathic pain condition. Gapsin the
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knowledge about the pathophysiology of trigeminal neuralgia exist, as well as a

clinical need to understand the pathophysiology and availability of a diagnostictest.

The research aimed to address the aboveissueby investigating the functional

pathophysiology of the trigeminal somatosensory system in healthy volunteers and

patients suffering from trigeminal neuralgia and other facial pains(like trigeminal

neuropathy), using fMRIasa tool.

The research proposedthat a difference in the activation pattern of the trigeminal

somatosensory system exist between healthy volunteers and patients suffering from

chronic facial pains, particularly trigeminal neuralgia and trigeminal neuropathyin

the context of this research. This research aimed to demonstratethis difference in

activity through experimentally evoked sensations, and use of fMRI as a detection

tool, in an effort aiming to characterise the differences and develop an fMRI based

diagnostic criteria for clinical use.

This research also explored the development of methodology and fMRI analysis

protocol to administer the above as a diagnostictool.



Chapter 2: Reviewofliterature

Anatomyofthe trigeminal somatosensory system

Trigeminal Nerve is a mixed nerve and the major sensory nerveoftheface.It also

innervates the muscles of mastication. It has ophthalmic (V1), maxillary (V2) and

mandibular (V3) divisions. The three divisions converge at the trigeminal ganglion,

located at the Meckel’s cave, in the middle cranial fossa. The unified sensory root

leaves the trigeminal ganglion and traverses the pontine cistern to enter brain

stem through the middle cerebellar peduncle.

Trigeminal ganglion

The trigeminal ganglion is the sensory ganglion of the trigeminal nerve, similar to

the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) of the spinal nerves. The ganglion housescell

bodies of the sensory neurons and supportingglial cells along with the



sympathetic fibres. There are around 25000-35000 neuronspresentin the

trigeminal ganglion (Laguardia JJ,Cohr RJ, Gilden DH, 2000). The neuronsof the

trigeminal ganglion are morphologically classified as bipolar. Except for a few

proprioceptive neurons, which havetheir cell body at the mesencephalic nucleus

of the trigeminal brainstem nucleus complex, the trigeminal first order sensory

neuronsall have their cell body at the trigeminal ganglion. Trigeminal ganglion

does not contain any synapseof the sensory or motor system. The capillary

architecture of the ganglion is similar to that of the central nervous system

(Smoliar et al., 1998)

The brain stem nucleusof trigeminal nerve and central connections

The central processesof the trigeminal sensory neurons, carrying information

aboutpain, temperature and crude touch dips into the substance of pons and

medulla to synapse with the second order neuronsat the spinal nucleus of the

trigeminal nerve. The spinal nucleus of the trigeminal nerve extends up to upper

borderof the lamina of second cervical vertebra and is homologousof substantia

gelatinosa of the cervical cord. Somefibres from the lowercranial nerves and

uppercervical root also synapseat the spinal nucleus of the trigeminal nerve. The

spinal nucleus is somatotopically arranged with the fibres originating farthest from

the mouth relaying at lowest part of the nucleus. This arrangementoffacial

innervations is popularly termed as ‘onion skin’. The second order neurons from

the spinal nucleus cross the midline and ascend as the ventral trigeminal tract

(homologousto lateral spinothalamic tract in the spinal cord) to reach ventro-

posterior medial (VPM) nucleus of the thalamus. The third order neurons from

thalamus,relay to cortical areas.

The fibres carrying discriminatory information of light touch and twopoint

discrimination relay at the main sensory nucleus of the trigeminal nerve at the

upperborderof pons, abovethelevel of entry of the trigeminal root and rostral to

the spinal nucleus of the trigeminal nerve. The second order neurons (homologous



to spinal dorsal column) ascendin the dorsal trigeminal tract as both crossed and

uncrossedfibres (Rengachary SS , 1996). They relay at VPM onbothsides and

project to corresponding cortical areas.

Proprioceptive sensation from muscles of mastication and jaw are relayed at

mesencephalic nucleus.

Fig 2.1 Brainstem nucleus complex of the
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Somatotopy within

trigeminal sensory

system andits

development

Trigeminal sensory

system, carrying

somatosensory

information from the face

is somatotopically

organised. Somatotopic

organisation of the

trigeminal ganglion , the

descending nucleus of

trigeminal nerve, VPM

and the somatosensory

cortex has been proven

by staining studies

(RengacharySS , 1996),

electrophysiology and morerecently by functional neuroimaging.

The study of the developmentof trigeminal sensory system in rodents and the

recent discovery of the role of molecular signalling in the establishment of

somatotopyhashelped in understanding how a sensorysignal is processed. It has

been shownthat during embryonic developmentthereis a dorso-ventral



differential expression of genesin the trigeminal ganglion. Retrogradesignalling by

bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), helps in the

differential expression of the genesin trigeminal neurons, that in turn, codes

spatial distribution of these neurons to topographyof the face (Hodgeetal.,

2007). The central processes of these labelled neurons establish a somatotopic

mapofthe face in the brain stem second order neuronsbypositional patterning of

the gene expression. This becomesthefirst somatotopically defined structure in

the developing trigeminal pathwaywithin brain (Erzurumlu et al., 2010). This map

is serially copied at each level and finally on to the neocortex by matching

molecular signals from the periphery (face) and from the cortical neurons(Inan

and Crair, 2007). The neurons of the developing cortex carries neighbour

relationship molecular cues derived from the parent ventricular zone neurons

(O'Leary and Borngasser, 2006). The guidance cues from the neuronshelp

thalomocortical neurons to connect appropriately (Catalano and Shatz, 1998).

This may be in the form of pioneer neuronsthat had dilineated the path of

migration or by the gradient of patterning molecules (Fukuchi-Shimogori and

Grove, 2001). The continuing activity of the cortical neurons are necessary for

appropriate connections to be madeby the thalamocortical neurons (Catalano and

Shatz 1998). The developmentof thalamocortical neurons and cortical neurons

are independentat the start but that is lost once cortical connections are made

(Cohen-Tannoudji et al.,1994). Rodents develop ‘Barrels’, which are sensory units,

in the somatosensory cortex. Each barrel receives information from only one

whiskers, thus establishing a precise somatotopic pattern (Inan and Crair,2007).

The maturation and refinement of these connections and developmentof the

inter area connections are determined greatly by continuing influence of the

thalamocortical neurons (Jensen and Killackey 1987). It is shown that continuing

expression of barrel cortex specific marker post-natally is dependant on active

innervation of the cortex by thalamocortical neurons(Gitton Y et al., 1999).

The developing somatosensory cortex showsplasticity. The area subserving a

particular part develop bigger representation in the cortex if sensory input from

the periphery increases andvice versa. The neighbouring represenations enlarge
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to take up the spaceif any row of whiskers are denervated during development

(Van der Loos and Woolsey 1973).

Somatotopy : Cortex

Somatotopic organisation in the somatosensory cortex has been well studied.

Penfield (Penfield and Boldrey 1937) described the sensory and motor

homonculuson either side of the central sulcus in the parietal cortex by direct

cortical stimulation. Somato sensory evoked potential was used by Woolsey

(Woolseyet al., 1979) to describe a similar representation. This area, receiving

somatosensory afferents was designated as primary somatosensoryarea. This

classical simplistic description has been challenged bylater investigators. Direct

cortical recordings in primates (Kaas et al., 1979; Ponset al., 1985), and functional

imaging studies suggest a more complex and multiple representative areas of the

body in the primary somatosensory cortex (lannetti et al., 2003; Servoset al.,

1999). Four anterior parietal somatosensoryfields have been now described along

with atleast two other mapsin lateral parietal cortex, Somatosensory Area II and

Parietal Ventral PV) area (refer to table 2.1) in the primates. The non human

primate work was extrapolated to humans(Disbrowetal.,2000; Geyeret

al.,2000). These two areas occupy the upper bank oflateral sulcus and thought to

be involvedin the tactile discrimination. Somatosensory somatopic maps have

also been described in the insular cortex (Ostrowskyetal., 2002)
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Somatosensory

area

Function {24-1==

 

Primary Area 1 Cutaneous (Kaas et al. 1979)

Somatosensory Receptors

Cortex (SI)

Area 3b Cutaneous (Kaas et al. 1979)

Receptors

Area 2 Deep receptors (Pons et al. 1985)

Directional

stimulus

Area 3a Deep sensation (Wiesendanger M,

and muscle Miles TS, 1982)

spindle

Secondary Area S2 Moving stimulus (Krubitzer et

Somatosensory Microgeometric al.,1995)

cortex(SIl) or roughness (Disbrow E,

discrimination RobertsT,

Bilateral Krubitzer L, 2000)

activation

Parietal Complex (Krubitzer et

Ventral processing al.,1995)

area (PV) Moving stimulus (Disbrow E,

Bilateral Roberts T,

activation Krubitzer L, 2000)

Somatosensory Pain, Visceral (Ostrowskyetal.,

mapsin insular Pain 2002)

cortex

Table2.1: Somatosensory body mapsin parietal cortex

Nguyen (Nguyenet al 2004) used magnetoencephalography (MEG) and found

that the area of upper face covered with skin is represented in a very small area

betweenthat of thumband lips, which dominated the facial representation in the

somatosensory cortex. The thumb occupies a more superior, posterior and medial

position comparedto the lowerlip as was suggested by Penfield. However he was

unable to find consistency in the location of rest of the facial topography. The

extensive representation of thumb andlips in humansare not contrary to

expectations considering their role and mechanoreceptordensity (Stohr M,

Petruch F, 1979). Manger (Mangeret al., 1997) suggested that in the

homunculus,thereis a limiting boundary betweenrepresentative area of body-
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hand-neck- lowerjaw (innervated by spinal roots) and face (innervated by

trigeminal nerve). He showedthat the inter-connections exist betweencortical

areas representing structures innervated by the spinal dermatomesor by the

trigeminal but not in between these twoareas. This finding has implication on

howcortical reorganisation could happenfollowing deafferentiation or how a

cortical based stimulation would spread (Mangeretal., 1997).

Somatotopy : Thalamus

The ventro- posterior thalamus (VPL and VPM)contains well developed

representation of the body. VPM relays sensation from the trigeminal receptive

zone. The somatosensory thalamus contains columns of neuron that are organised

antero-posteriorly parallel to its lateral border. The anterior dorsal part transmits

joint position and muscle stretch sensations, the middle part is utilised for

cutaneoussensations. Each column communicates with specific cortical units

(Apkarian et al., 2000). Sensory thalamusalso has mediolateral somatotopic

organisation. The face and upper body segments are represented in the medial

part while lateral part relays sensation from the trunk and the lowerlimbs.

Apkarian suggested presence of nociceptive and nonnociceptive neuronsin the

thalamus, which are segregated. He demonstrated by multi unit recordings, the

population properties, interneuronal connectivity and inter-dependancyof the

thalamic neurons. He demonstarted a ‘centre-surround’ organisation within the

thalamusand suggestedthis to be one of the mechanismsthat causelarge cortical

inhibition associated with painful sensations. (Apkarian et al., 2000).

Somatotopy: Brain stem nucleusof trigeminal nerve

The central processesof trigeminal afferent neurons carrying pain and

temperature sensations enter the brain stem and project caudally as the spinal

trigeminal tract. They synapse with the second order neuronsin the spinal nucleus

of the trigeminal brainstem nucleus complex. The sensory neurons,originating

12



from the perioral area synapse morerostrally than the neuronsoriginating

farthest from the mouth (Bushnell et al.,1984; Kunc Z, 1970). This arrangementis

popularly called the ‘Onion Skin’ somatotopy. The arrangement may notbe very

strict and it can only be said that the ophthalmic division fibres may not terminate

as low as mandibular division and vice versa (Lee J, 2008). The determinants of this

somatotopic organisation have been described in the previous section. The main

sensory nucleus of the trigeminal nerve sub serveslight touch and two point

discrimination. This nucleus is much more compact and a large nucleussituated in

pontine tegmentum (Lee J, 2008). The somatotopyin trigeminal brain stem

nucleus has been demonstrated with the help of fMRI (Borsook D, Burstein R,

Becerra L, 2004).

Componentsofthe sensory nervous system

Receptors andfibres

Cutaneous receptors transduce environmental information and present them to

the CNS. It is practical to classify these receptors according to the conduction

velocity of the nerve fibres they are associated with. This depends upon axon

diameter and myelination. In hairy skin (like skin of face), large diameter,

myelinated fibres (A-alpha) are associated with low threshold mechanoreceptors.

The low threshold mechanoreceptors can be rapidly adapting type, responding to

movementof the skin only and slow adapting type, that responds to movement

and distortion of the skin surface.

A-delta fibres have smaller axon diameter and are thinly myelinated. They can be

low threshold mechanoreceptorof D hair type or high intensity mechano-

nociceptor (Adriaensenetal., 1983). Described by Brown and Iggo (Brown and

Iggo, 1967), the D hair receptors, taking its name from ‘DownHair’, are very low

threshold mechano receptors. Mechano nociceptors are thinly myelinated A-delta

fibres. They form free nerve endings in the epidermis (Kruger L, Perl ER, Sedivec

13



MJ, 1981). These fibres can be subdivided into those whoadditionally respond to

noxious heat and cold sensation. This additional character is present in around

20% of the population of these fibres in rodents (Cain et al., 2001; Caterinaet al.,

2000).

The unmyelinated and thin nervefibres are called C fibres. They have slow

conduction velocities. They form 60-70% of the primary afferent neurons

originating from the skin (Lewin GR, MoshourabR., 2004). C fibre receptors have

been classified by the modality by which they can be stimulated. SomeC fibre

nociceptorsare called ‘sleeping nociceptors’. They are foundin the skin as well as

joint and on the visceral surface (McMahonSB,Koltzenburg M, 1990). Some of

them areinsensitive to both mechanical and heat stimulation in normal

conditions. In humansthey can be 15-20% of C fibres nociceptors in the skin

(Weidneret al.,1999). They are classified as C-MiHi (C mechanoinsensitive and

heat insensitive). C fibres can be sensitised by capsaicin, prostaglandins, and

bradykinins. C-MiHi fibres can be rapidly sensitised to heat and mechanical

pressure stimuli on exposureto capsaicin and other algogens (Meyeret al., 1991;

Schmidtet al.,1995; Kress et al., 1992). This demonstrates the reserve capacity of

C fibre nociceptors to becomealive in disease conditions or when algogensare

present in the environment.

The dorsal horn

Dorsal horn of the spinal cord and its homologous(the brain stem trigeminal

nucleus) receive sensory exteroceptive, proprioceptive and interoceptive afferent

inputs (Lee J, 2008) and act as a gate-way for the afferent information to arrive at

the spinal cord (central nervous system). Spinal cord grey mater, of which dorsal

hornis a part, is arrangedin layers (called Rexed’s lamina) on the basis ofcell type,

size, staining characteristics, connectivity and position within the spinal cord.

LayersI-VI together form the dorsal horn (please see table 2.2).
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Lamina

EW=tg

Morphology (Lee

J, 2008)

Receives Neurontype(LeeJ,

2008) (Scadding J,

 

Vi

Vil and

VIII

(Ventral

Horn)

Table 2.2: Lamina of the dorsal horn

Variable size cells,

meshedin fibres

of differing

diameters

Dense packed,

small neurons,

No myelinated

fibres

Larger neurons,

loosely packed,

myelinated fibres

Cells of variable

size, intermingled

with fibres

Cells of variable

size and bundles

offibres

Cells of variable

size and bundles

of fibres

Cutaneous

Nociceptive

C fibres

Cutaneous

Nociceptive

C fibres

Cutaneous ,

non nociceptive

Cutaneous,

non nociceptive

A fibres, A-delta

Cutaneous,

muscle and

visceral afferents

Cutaneous and

Proprioceptive

afferents

Deep somatic

muscle and joint

sensation also

some Cutaneous

sensation

2000)

High threshold

High and low

threshold

WDR, Low

threshold

WDR,High
threshold, Low

threshold

WDR,High

threshold, Low

threshold

WDRand both low

and high threshold

neurons, low

threshold muscle

afferents

High threshold,

WDR,low

threshold neurons,

interneuron

The deeperlayers of dorsal horn receive afferents from the layers dorsal to them,

in a ‘cascade’ fashion, causing more complex connectivity in deeper layers

(Scadding J, 2000). Dorsal horn processes the afferent signal most of the time,

than transmitting it upstream unmodulated. Gate control theory of pain (Melzack

R, Wall PD, 1965)is a classical example of dorsal horn modulation of sensory

afferent impulse. It was proposed that myelinated afferents terminating in deeper

lamina of dorsal horn (lamina IV) are also excitatory to interneuronsthat

terminate at lamina | or Il (substantia gelatinosa of Rolando). These inhibitory

interneurons, when excited, cause presynaptic inhibition of forward propagation

of anyafferent signal to spinothalamic tract, effectively closing the gate for
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afferent input through the dorsal horn. The afferent impulse through dorsal horn

also gets modulated by descending control from, for example reticulospinal,

rubrospinal tracts. The complexity of function of dorsal hornis notfully

understood.Four functional states of dorsal horn have been described (ScaddingJ,

2000). They are physiological, suppressed, sensitised and reorganised. The last two

states will be discussedlater.

Ascending Tracts

The ascendingtracts in the spinal cord and the homologoustracts of the

trigeminal system carry sensory information to the brain. They are the second and

third order neurons of the system with two synaptic nodes on their pathway

before reaching the post central cortex. The two main tracts are the spinothalamic

tract and the dorsal column.(Lee J, 2008)

The dorsal column is the first order neuron with uncrossedfibres in the spinal

cord. They relay at nucleus gracilis and cuneatus in medulla. The second order

neuron decussate and ascend in the medial leminiscus to reach contralateral

ventro-posterior thalamus. The third order neuron from thalamusprojects to the

somatosensory cortex.

The spinothalamic tract ascends in the anterior and lateral part of the spinal cord.

They conveysensation of pain, temperature and non-discriminatory touch. The

cells originate from lamina |, IV —VIII but mostly from VI and VII. Spinothalamic

tract relays at ventral —posterior thalamuslike dorsal column fibres. They project

to somatosensorycortex. A minor percentage of the spinothalamictractfibres,

mostly from lamina | of the dorsal horn may terminate within the parabrachial

area andproject to limbic structures. These fibres may generate an affective

response (Hunt PS, Mantyh PW,2001).

The spinoreticular tract originates from the cells in lamina VII and VIII, and the

spinomesencephalic from lamina I. They are concerned with generation of

affective response from a sensory stimulus.
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The spinothalamic and dorsal column tracts show somatotopic arrangement and

lamellar organisation. Somatotopy in the thalamus has been described before.

The supportingcells of the nervous system

(Astrocytes, Oligodendrocytes and Microglia)

The cellular components of the nervous system can bedivided into two categories,

neuronal and non-neuronal. Neuronal component — neuronsare the electrically

excitable cells that can generate action potentials while the glial cells cannot. The

conventional concept of organisation of nervous system placesglial cells in a

supporting role while neuronsare the active cells of the nervous system. However

recent evidence and understandingof the glial cell function, complexity of their

structure and their regulatory role has put the glial cells in a

Astrocytes Oligodendrocytes Microcytes

Developmental Neuro and

gliogenesis

Synaptogenesis and

maintenance of

synapses

Structural Scaffolding cells in Formation of myelin CNS

CNS scavengers

Vascular Regulator of

cerebral

microcirculation

and neurovascular

coupling

Metabolic Provides energy

substrate to

neuron and

removes waste and

excess

Homeostasis Maintenance of

extracellular

homeostasis

Signalling Modulation of Sensitisation

synaptic following CNS

transmission damage

Volume

transmission

Table 2.3: Functions of the glial cells (Verkhratsky and Butt, 2007)
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central role of generation, maintenance and regulation of the nervous system.

The glial cells have twolines of origin. Astrocytes (star-like cells with multiple

processes), oligodendrocytes (cells with fewer processes) and ependymal cells

originate from neural progenitors. The microglia is mesodermalin origin, they

invade CNS during development. The function of the glial cells reflects their

cellular lineage. In humans,glial cells form around 50% of the volume and 60% of

the cellular population of the nervous system. Description of the glialcell

functions are summarised in table 2.3. The astroglial function of synaptogenesis,

maintenance, and removalof synapse along with their function of modulation of

synaptic transmission assumes importancein the perspective of neural plasticity

and chronic pain. The microglia has recently been implicated with changesin the

dorsal horn following nerveinjury and the genesis of chronic pain (Verkhratsky

and Butt 2007).

Pathophysiology of trigeminal neuralgia and neuropathic pain

Trigeminal Neuralgia (TGN) is a chronic neuropathic pain condition characterised

by intense brief sharp painful episodes (often described as electric shock) in the

face area innervated by the trigeminal nerve branches.It has also beencalled ‘tic

douloureux’ because ofthe typical facial movement that a patient will do when

the painful episodestrikes. ‘International Association for the Study of Pain’ (IASP)

has defined TGN as ‘sudden,usually unilateral, severe, brief stabbing and

recurrent in nature along the distribution of one or more branchesof the Vth

cranial nerve’ (Merskey and Bogduk, 1994). International headache society has

elaborated the diseasein their definition or diagnostic criteria and mentioned

trivial peripheral triggers as well as the spontaneousepisodes and the feature of

long periods of spontaneous remission. Nurmikko and Eldridge classified TGN into

two variants to encompasstheclinical spectrum that is encountered. The

‘Liverpool Criteria’ classifies TGN into typical and atypical. The neuralgic pain in

the atypical variant lasts longer with appearance of some residual constant
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discomfort in the face. Trigeminal neuralgia may be symptomatic oridiopathic.

The symptomatic TGN happensin association with multiple sclerosis (MS),

cerebello-pontine angle tumouror in presence of a vascular compression of the

nerve at or near the trigeminal root entry zone.In idiopathic TGN, no cause can be

found (including vascular compression).

The presence of a vascular compression at the trigeminal nerve root entry zonein

a patient with symptomsof TGN providesa definitive way of managementof

these patients. Though the conceptof vascular compression as a causative feature

wasintroduced earlier, decompression of the trigeminal nerve root was seriously

undertaken by Gardner and Miklos (Gardner and Miklos,1959) and later

popularised by Jannetta (Jannetta PJ, 1977). It is undisputable that a large volume

of patients seen in the clinical practice with features of TGN will have a vascular

compression at the trigeminal nerve root entry zone andwill benefit from a

decompression of the nerve (Barkeret al., 1996; Sarsam et al.,2010). It is fair to

conclude simply from the surgical experience that the process of decompression

of the nerve at the root entry zone causes a changethatdelivers the longest

symptomatic relief. A further observation that a MS plaque at trigeminal root or

near its intraparenchymalpart (Gass et al., 1997) can cause TGN,addsto the fact,

that it is the peripheral nerve that possibly is the generator of the pain rather than

any otherpart of the trigeminal system.

TGN doesnot causeclinical sensory impairment. Howeverin experimental setting,

it has been provedthat thereis a raised threshold to touch and temperature

sensitivity on the affected side (Bowsheret al,. 1997) which normalises following

decompression (Miles et al., 1997). Electron microscopyof trigeminal ganglion in

TGN has shown hypermyelination and microneuromata formation (BeaverDL,

1967). The pathophysiology of spontenuous neuralgic attacks or following

triggering has been attributed to changes following chronic constrictive injury. It

is now shownthat following chronic constrictive injury (CCl) of a peripheral

sensory nerve, spontaneousectopic subthreshold and spike potentials are

generatedin the corresponding dorsal root ganglia (Amir et al.,1999). The

molecular explanation for these spontanuousactivities is now well understood. A
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vascular compression at root entry zone or an MSplaque can well be considered

as a chronic compressive agent on the trigeminal root.

Changesin axon and dorsal root ganglion following chronic compressive

injury ofa peripheral nerve

Injury to a peripheral nerve can produce spontaneouspain,tactile allodynia, heat

hyperalgesia; the features of chronic neuropathic condition. In experimental

model of chronic neuropathic pain (nerve ligation model causing chronic

constrictive injury), spontaneousactivity of the injured nerve fibres are observed.

Chaplanetal., (Chaplan et al., 2003) demonstrated that the increased

spontaneousfiring is due to increased activity of hyperpolarisation-activated;

cyclicnucleotide modulated (HCN) channels on the cell body of the damaged

axonalfibres present in the dorsal root ganglia. Accumulation of HCN channel

proteins are since been demonstrated at injured axonal site (Jiang et al.,2008) and

peripheral mechano- receptors (Meissner’s corpuscle, MerkelCells) from the

territoy of the injured fibre (Luo et al.,2007). Four subtypes of HCN channel

proteins have been identified. HCN1 is expressed in the large diameterfibres (A

and A-delta). HCN4 is expressed in the small diameterC fibres. Following a CCI,

abundance of HCN1 expression was seen in DRG, suggesting expression in the

somataof large and mediumsized fibres. Similar expression is seen at the

constriction site, again suggesting involvementof mylinated fibres. HCN4

expression is not reported to be increased in the experiment (Wan Y, 2008). Which

suggest C fibres neurons may notbe participating in the hyperpolarisation

mediated ectopic discharge at the peripheral level.

In neuropathic pain models(like CCI) only a proportion of the fibres will be

damagedby the injury. It was shownby Obata et al. that the symptomsof

thermal hyperalgesia and tactile allodynia is related to the proportion of cells or

fibres of the nerve damagedbythe injury. He used an activating transcription

factor 3 (ATF3) as marker of the neuronal injury in an experiment of CClin rats.
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Depending upon ATF3 expression, the rats were divided into three groups. Group

1 (< 12.5% ), group II (12.5-25%) and group III (>25%) expression of ATF3. Only

the rats in GroupII developedtactile allodynia. Both II and III showed

hyperalgesia. Group | had no effect. Immunolabelling at DRG showed molecular

expression changein both injured and intact neurons with increased expression of

BDNFin ATF3 negative neurons (Obata et al., 2003).

Changesin the dorsal horn

Peripheral nerve damageacts as a trigger for the microglial responsein the spinal

cord dorsal horn. A large numberof studies have confirmed the microglial and

astroglial involvementin the event that threatens CNSinternal milieu. The

microglial response includes an increase in numberandsize. Following peripheral

nerve injury, the number of microglia can increase by twofold in the dorsal horn.

The microglial responseis specific to the area of the dorsal horn receiving the

damagedafferent fibre. A number of molecules have been suggestedasa signal

from the damaged neuronthatinitiates this event.

The morphologically changed — activated microglia — express a host of molecules

that modulates synaptic function, and neuronal excitability. Purinergic receptor

P2X,4RA, chemokines and chemokine receptors, cannabinoid receptors, protein

kinases (TNF), immunological moleculesareall implicated. Microglia mediated

dorsal horn sensitisation has become a key research interest for the process of

generation of neuropathic pain and possible target for pharmacological

manipulation.

Principles of fMRI

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) exploits the fact that living organisms are

madeup of molecules that act as micro magnets. Hydrogen atom nucleus (H1

isotope) with one protonis the smallest atomic dipole that exists aplenty in the

human body (70% of humanbodyis water). The proton has a polarity because of
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its spin along the axis. The axis is not static, but wobbleslike a spinning top. The

frequency of wobbleis called precess frequency. During an MRI scan, these

dipoles get aligned parallel to the primary magnetic field of the bore (Bo). This is

the most stable, low energy state. The strength of the primary magneticfield

commonly usedin clinical practice is 1.5 or 3 T (Tesla).

An extraneousradiofrequency(RF) pulse - energy, of appropriate frequency and

direction will increase the energy of the protonsandwill flip them at an angle

from the Bo vector. The protons will also precess in phase underthe influence of

RF energy.

WhenRFenergyis withdrawn, protons dissipate the acquired energy to realign

themselves along Bo. This realignment along the static magneticfield is called

longitudinal relaxation (T1). The protonsalso start precessing in a dephased

mannerwith each precessing proton influencing its neighbour. Due to magnetic

field inhomogeneities in physiological tissue, the dephasing rateis

inhomogeneous.The dephasing processis called transverse relaxation (T2). The

energy released during these two typesof relaxation is captured by the receiver

coil of the MRI scanner. The source of the energy is encoded with a position (in a

two dimensional plane) to generate an image. Stacks of two dimensional images

generate a 3D volumedata.

Local field inhomogeneities cause dissimilar precession frequencies of the protons

once the RF pulse is withdrawn, thus accounting for quicker dephasing of the

proton population. Magnetic field passing throughbiological tissue is bound to

have local magnetic field inhomogeneities as biological volumeis not

homogeneous. Also the field homogeneity in biological volumeis not static but is

a function of changing physiological state. This changing local magneticfield

homogeneityis the basis for functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).

Ogawa (Ogawaetal.,1990) while experimenting with anaesthetised rodentsin

high magnetic fields recognised that increased presence of deoxyhemoglobinin
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blood vessels made them appearas darklines in gradient echo pulse sequence

with spatial resolution of 65X65 micron and slice thickness of 700 microns. He

noted that whenbloodvessels have excess of oxygen (oxyhemoglobin) or carbon

monoxide, both diamagnetic molecules, this contrast is not manifested. He

attributed this to magnetic susceptibility effect of paramagnetic

deoxyhemoglobin.

In a further paperin 1990, Ogawafirst mentioned the possible application of this

Blood Oxygen Level Dependant (BOLD) MRIsignal in studies of regional neuronal

activity similar to Positron Emission tomography (PET) (Ogawa S, LeeTM,Kay AR,

Tank DR, 1990).

Hence local presence of oxyhemoglobin, whichitself is a marker of neuronal

activity in brain, improves local magnetic field homogeneity compared to

deoxyhemoglobin. Measurementof this change of magnetic field homogeneity

develops BOLDcontrast and the application of fMRI studies of brain neuronal

activity.

BOLDsignal changefollowing neuronal activity is in the range of 1-5%. (Goebel R,

2007). fMRI data analysis requires pre-processing to remove noise and multistep

statistical analysis to extract and present this data buried in noise artefacts.In

spite of these constraints, fMRI has been taken up bythescientific community as

perhapstheinvestigation of choice for investigating the function of the nervous

system in humans. The advantages of fMRI over similar other methodslike PET,

are many. fMRIis non invasive. fMRI does not require radioisotopes and hence

relatively easy to conduct. Subject can participate in longitudinal studies without

any knownrisk of harm. The spatial resolution is better compared to PET, MEG or

EEG. fMRI has beenable to discriminate between twopoints, 2 mm apart in

studies related to human visual cortex (Engel SA, Glover GH,Wandell BA, 1997).
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Physiological basis of BOLD signal

BOLD MRIsignal is a surrogate representation of neuronal activity in the brain. A

cortical region in baseline phase will have a reference oxyhemoglobin

/deoxyhemoglobin ratio in the capillary beds, venules. During neuronal activity, at

the initial phase, there is an excess extraction of oxygen from the capillary bed,

causing increase in the ratio of deoxyhemoglobin. Howeversoon,the areais

flooded with oxygenated blood, that wash away the deoxygenated haemoglobin

and surplus oxyhemoglobin aboundsin the area (Goebel R, 2007). Oxyhemoglobin,

being diamagnetic, producesless local magnetic field inhomogeneities and thus

returns a stronger T2*signal (Ogawaetal.,1990).

A typical time course of evoked fMRI signal (Hemodynamic Response Function,

HRF) from human visual cortex (V1) following a short visual stimulus of 100mswill

show an initial dip in signal followed by a hemodynamic response, whichstarts

around 2-4 secondsfollowing the stimulus. The peak signal is reached by 5-6

secondswith a return to baseline around 10 secondslater (Goebel R, 2007). This

responseprofile is sluggish comparedto visual evoked potential. However BOLD

MRIsignal does not only reflect evoked potentials or an action potential in

neuronal networks (Logothetis NK. Wandell BA, 2004).

Central Nervous System (CNS) is a network of conductive elements (neurons and

their processes), supporting cells (astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and microglia) in

an extracellular medium, permeated by vasculature. Action potentials (AP) are the

signal with which the network communicates within and with the extra-neural

targets. Most of our previous understanding of the functional properties of the

substrates of the neuronal network, connectivity, and representative cortical maps

are from animal studies using direct recording/stimulation based

electrophysiology techniques.

Such methodsinvolve placementof intraparenchymal electrodesin the

extracellular space and recordingofa variety of electrical signals like Extracellular

Field Potential (EFP) when electrodeis located in CNS extracellular space. Spike
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Potential (SP) when electrodetip is located on or near an axonor a cell body of a

neuronidentifying an action potential, summation ofall SPs from nearby spiking

neurons as Multi Unit Activity (MUA). Local Field Potential (LFP) when thesignalis

filtered to demonstrate a summation of non action-potential related electrical

activities, like subthreshold synaptic potentials, dendro-somatic electrical

gradients, after potential and hyperpolarisation after a soma dendritic spike,

voltage dependant membraneoscillations, and subthreshold interneuron signals

(Bullock TH, 1997).

Logothetis (Logothetis NK, 2002) acquired simultaneous BOLD fMRIsignal and direct

intracortical recording from anaesthetised monkeyfollowing visual stimulation. The

BOLD response could be matchedto local mEFP and there wasa linear relationship

betweenstimulus strength, mEFP and BOLD response within a limited range. The

study demonstrated that hemodynamic BOLDsignal can be estimated more

accurately by LFPs than MUAs(Logothetis NK, Pauls J, Augath M,Trinath

T,Oeltermann A, 2001). Further research (Mathiesen C, Caesar K, Lauritzen M, 2000)

where MUAsand LFPs weredissociated and their relationship with BOLD were

examined, confirmed that fMRI is more representative of collective background

synapticactivity that facilitate generation or modelling of an AP rather than APitself.
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Fig 2.2 The electrophysiological basis of BOLD response. The BOLD response

predominantly represents localfield potential. Thompsonetal., 2003 has shown a part

played by spike potentials in its developmentin an active area.

4 
Whentranslating the abovein the perspective of neuronal network, it can be

deduced that when conventional electrophysiology will identify only those part of

a networkthat will ultimately generate an action potential. The part of the

network, involved in preparation, modelling, processing and modulating by sub

threshold activities may only be identifiable by BOLD signal through fMRI. Thisis

the case was shownbyTolias and colleaguesin visual cortex of primates

processing motion encoded information (Tolias As, Smirnakis SM, Augath AS,

Trinath T, Logothetis NK, 2001).
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Concepts of neurovascular coupling

Synaptic activity and thus metabolism driven increase in localised cerebral blood

flow (CBF) is an established fact. The mechanism underpinning the hemodynamic

responseis a topic for discussion. Though manyparallel mechanism of actions

exist (as mentioned below). The temporal demandof the relationship negates

many of the mechanismsproposed as the prime mover. The CBF increases within

1 second of the neuronal activity and is confined to 250 micrometer around the

location of the activity (Silver |[A, 1978). The metabolic control of local cerebral

blood flow through chemical products of cerebral metabolism doesnotfit the

time constrain of the effect observed. PCO2, H”, K’, adenosine, glycolytic

intermediates have been proposed. Thesefactors could maintain a change in CBF,

howeverthey are unlikely to be the initial mechanism involved.

Neurogenic control through perivascular innervation has been proposed as a

mechanism. Direct or Indirect stimulation by a collateral axon can alter vessel

diameter and regulate local CBF (Selman RW, Lust WD, Ratcheson RA, 1996). A

rich plexus of adrenergic sympathetic nerves exist on the cerebral vasculature.

Neocortical layers IV and V have abundanceof adrenergic receptors, which are the

mostvascularised layer of cerebral cortex (Bowler JV, 2000), having the highest

density of synapses. Cerebral vasculature is now accepted to have dual

sympathetic innervation. The larger vessels are innervated by sympathetic fibres

originating from ipsilateral superior cervical ganglia and smaller vessels are

innervated from sympatheticfibres originating from Locus Ceruleus (Bowler JV,

2000).

Role of astrocytesis taking centre stage as neurovascular couplerfor regulation of

local CBF. Araqueet al. highlighted the role of astrocytes in a synapse and rightly

called ‘tripartite synapses, glia the unacknowledged partner’ (AraqueA, parpura V,

Sanzgiri RP, Haydon PG,, 1999). A synapseis not only a junction between

processesof two neurons;it is completely encapsulated by astrocytes making a
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synapsean anatomical ‘astrocyte-neuron’ unit. Astrocyte interacts with the

neuron and the synaptic cleft, and expresses appropriate transporters, receptors

and uptake channels for neurotransmitters released during synaptic transmission.

Astrocytes also surround adjoining brain capillaries with specialised end feet

(Kacem et al., 1998). Hence astrocytes are uniquely placed to detect synaptic

transmission and initiate appropriate changeto vasculature through their end feet

and bring about changesto energy metabolism.

Cerebral cortex contains excitatory neurons which makes around 80% of the

neuronal population. The excitatory neurotransmitter is glutamate. When

glutamate is released from the presynaptic membrane,it is predominantly

removed by adjoining astrocytes from the synaptic cleft by glutamate transporter

along with two to three Na’! ions. The excess intracellular Na* in astrocytes

activates Na* K* ATPase, which in turn promotesglucose uptake from capillaries

and utilisation (Magistretti et al.,1999). This explains the coupling of synaptic

activity and glucose metabolism identified in “°F -2DG glucose PET scan. The

arrangementalso goes a long wayin explaining the neurovascular hemodynamic

responseand BOLDeffect following a synaptic activity.

Anatomical basis of BOLD signal

The hemodynamic response for BOLDsignal following activation of an area of

brain requires presence of appropriate density of capillaries to generate enough

signals. Low vascularity areas like white mater does not have enoughcapillaries to

generate a substantial hemodynamic response that can be confidently detected by

a BOLDsignal change (Logothetis NK. Wandell BA, 2004). Cortical layers are highly

vascularised and density of capillaries is most in layers harbouring most synapse

and perisynaptic cells (Duvernoy HM, Delon S, VannsonJL, 1981).
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Cerebral vasculature was described by Duvernoyas having threelevels of

organisation, the leptomeningeal vessels, the pial vessels and the intracortical

vasculature. The intracortical vasculature has beendividedin to four layers by

density. The most densecapillary networkis presentin the layerIV. This is the

layer that contains most synapseand perisynaptic cells. Layer | on the contrary has

twice the numberofcell bodies but less synapse and have the most sparse

capillary density amongst the six layers of neocortex (Duvernoy HM,DelonS,

VannsonJL, 1981). This distribution of intracortical vasculature give credence to

the anatomy-physiology concordanceto the basis of the hemodynamic response,

as seen in BOLD signal change, described above.

The cerebral intracortical vascular bed lacks any precapillary arterio -venous

communication channels (Ravens, 1974). The vasculature is armed with arteriolar

sphincter that can redistribute blood according to need. The capillary branching

points have constriction, housing a sphincter, which can regulate blood flow to a

capillary bed (Reina-De I, Rodriguez-Baeza A, Sahuquillo-Baris J, 1998). A caution

during interpretation of BOLD signal is that the vascular dilatation seen with

hemodynamic responseis shownto incorporate proximal vessels, which maylie

adjacent the activated area (ladecola et al., 1997).

fMRI in pain studies

The advantages of fMRI and ability to compute and display the results in novel 2D

and 3D representations enabling easier visualisation fuelled an explosion of

functional neuro-anatomical and neuro-psychological research in past 15 years.

The researchers are focusing on reconfirming the conventional knowledgeof

anatomyorrefuting it with the new tool. There is enough confidencein the

scientific community to venture into using the fMRI for probing functions and

network beyond whatis known. The visual pathway andvisual sensory cortex has

been extensively studied, followed by the somatosensory pathway. Scientists have

tried to understandthe parts of the brain that gets involved in processing of a
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sensory stimulus including nociception. Most notable of the pioneering

observations wasthe appreciation of the role of cingulate gyrus in nociception and

strengthening of the concept of a networkor ‘neuromatrix’ and in case of

nociception — the ‘pain matrix’.

JMRI usedto investigate anatomy and comparisonoffindings with

knowledgefrom conventional neuroanatomy

Oneofthefirst investigators to focus on fMRI activations of somatosensory cortex

was Hammekeandhis team. They stimulated palm of right hand in six volunteers

periodically undergoing echoplanar imaging in a 1.5 Tesla (1.5T) MRI scanner. They

were able to demonstrate activation around contralateral central sulcus. This

raised the possibility of studying somatosensory network of human brain and fMRI

investigation of painful conditions/states (Hammekeetal., 1994).

Lin et al described activations around central sulcus in subjects made to appreciate

a textured surface by rubbing with fingertips (Lin W et al., 1996).

Gelnaret al. described cortical activations in the multiple somatotopic sensory

mapsin the post central gyus, upper bankof post sylvian cortex and parietal

operculum in an exhaustive early investigation involving vibrotactile fingertip

stimulation in the humans. These werein congruencewithtraditional

neuroanatomy as known in humansand in non-humanprimates. He also

suggested variations in somatotopic arrangement in the different sensory areas

investigated (Gelnaret al.,1998).

Using fMRIas early as 1999, Servoset al, managed to locate facial activations from

post central gyrus, confirming the anatomical knowledgeof the existence of

sensory homunculus, but they thoughtthat the facial representation being

inverted (Servoset al., 1999).

Disbrowetal. used a directional stimulus protocol over several body areas and

wasable to demonstrate activations in the upper bankof lateral sulcus. He
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demonstrated existence of at least 4 sensory body mapsandattributed

differential functional properties for these. He suggested modality specificity in

the activation pattern (Disbrowetal., 2000).

lannnetti et al. demonstrated activation of somatosensory cortical areas in the

post central gyrus, and was able to demonstrate both primary and secondary

somatosensory areas; he demonstratedbilateral activations from upper face and

showedthatthe face is located in a much more compactterritory (lannetti et al.,

2003) than what had been demonstrated by Penfield (Penfield and Boldrey

1937).

DaSilva et al. focussed on the trigeminal somatosensory system waseasily

identifiable in a MRI scan. He wasnotonly been able to demonstrateactivations

in all the synaptic stations in the trigeminal sensory system, but somatotopy as

well. This was one of the poineering study, investigating a specific somatosensory

territory, describing a methodology for investigation of activations in the

trigeminal ganglia through region of interest analysis and demonstrated

somatotopyas it has been described in the visual and auditory pathwaynearly half

a decadeearlier. This study confirmed knowledgeof conventional anatomy

(DaSilva et al.,2002). The confidence in the robustness of fMRI as a technique for

the study of specific brain activations was confirmed by reproducibility of the

result, that agreed with previous knowledge and outcomefrom similar studies

using other functional imaging techniques.

fMRI to identify anatomical substratesinvolvedin afunction

(task/event/conditions)

Rainville et al., in a PET study used hypnosis to dissociate painful experience from

a noxious sensory input and concludedthat anterior cingulate gyrusis involved in

the appreciation of the sensation of pain and not somatosensorycortex (Rainville

et al., 1997). Researchers using fMRI started looking beyond somatosensory

cortex to evaluate other structures of the brain involved in computation of
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different sensory stimulation and especially painful stimulation. The team from

Massachusetts reported activation pattern in the trigeminal system following

noxious and non noxious stimulation in healthy volunteers and raised the

possibility of investigating the trigeminal system in patients with facial pain

(Borsooket al., 2003; Borsooket al., 2004). Similar result was demonstrated

following, event related painful electrical stimulation by Fitzek and his team (Fitzek

et al., 2004) and capsaicin induced thermal hyperalgesia and sensitisation of

trigeminal nociceptive pathway (Moulton et al, 2007; Maniero et al., 2007). These

studies and similar other studies identified the brain areas that commonly gets

activated in painful conditions. The areasareSl, SII, insular cortex (IC), anterior

cingulate cortex (ACC), prefrontal cortex and thalamus (Peyron etal., 2000;

Apkarian et al., 2005; Treedeet al., 2000; Baumgartneretal., 2010). On moving

from experimental pain states to patients with disease conditions, it has been

realised that there may be specific neural representations of chronic pain statesin

the central nervous system which may not have been reproduced during fMRI

studies of experimental painful conditions in healthy volunteers (Bingel and

Tracey ,2008). Chronic back pain, migraines, fibromyalgia, phantom limb pain are

chronic pain conditions that are extensively investigated with fMRI. In chronic

migraine, hypometabolism and hypoactivation of extensive cortical areas were

reported in several studies with normalisation following successful therapy (May

and Matharu 2007; Chiapparini et al.,2010). In a study on patients sufferring

from trigeminal neuralgia, fMRI study was undertaken following tactile stimulation

of the face overtrigger area. Neuralgia waselicited in 7 patients out of 15. When

comparing the difference between the areas in the two groups, it was found that

patients, who did not experience pain, had only ACC,brainstem and spinal nucleus

of trigeminal activated. Painful stimulus involved activation of SI, S Il, ACC, IC,

premotor cotex, prefrontal cortex, hippocampus and brainstem (Moissetet al.,

2010).

From task based - event related fMRI, research has movedinto investigation of

functional connectivity of brain whenit is not involved in interaction with outside

world or engagedin any goal based task. A networkof brain areas remainsactive
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to introspect (gather thoughts). This network is defined as Default Mode Network

(DMN). DMNis a collection of connected brain areas that are active in

introspective state. Someof the areas are medial temporal lobe, medial prefrontal

cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, precuneous, medial lateral and inferior parietal

cortex (Buckner RL, Andrews-HanaJR, Schacter DL, 2008). DMN will deactivate at

the initiation of a goal based task and another network gets activated (Task

Positive Network TPN). Recent fMRI studies have suggested that resting brain

network activities may be altered in patients suffering from chronic pain,

manifested as alteration in brain’s default mode network along with impaired

switching from the default to active state (Baliki et al., 2008). Alteration in DMN

was shownin fibromyalgia with increased connectivity between DMN andinsular

cortex at resting state (Napadowetal.,2010).

fMRIis a very useful tool to investigate function of the brain in chronic

neuropathic pain conditions.Its application has widened, and along with

morphological studieslike structural imaging, cortical volumetric study,

spectroscopy, a more comprehensive understanding of changes that happenin

chronic pain condition is being understood.
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics

The Local Research Ethics Committee (Liverpool and Mersey side) of the NHS

(National Health Service) Research and Ethics Committee approved this research

which formsa part of a wider study on trigeminal neuralgia, facial pain and use of

MRI based applications. The research met the national data protection guidelines.

Subjects

Ten healthy volunteers and fourteen patients were recruited in the present study.

Recruitment of healthy volunteers was donethrough advertisementcirculated in

the Liverpool University campusand related departments.

Before being enrolled in the study, each prospective participant underwent

screening to identify any contraindication for participation in a MRI based

research, including the presence of claustrophobia.
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Three patients were excluded from the analysis. One had more than 5 mm

movementartefact and did not complete the scanning session. A further two sets

of patient data werelost due to significant susceptibility artefact before the

unwarping technique was implemented. (Please see below)

The age of the patients varied from 41-75 years with the duration of trigeminal

pain from 6 monthsto 8 years. Patients were not asked to stop medication before

the experiment becauseof constraints of the ethics.

The volunteer groupis fairly age matched, ranging between41 to 62 years.

Inclusion and exclusioncriteria

Healthy volunteers

Adult healthy male or female volunteers, who were able to understand the

practicalities of the experiment and could judgethe risk involved in taking part in

the research, were included in the study.

Patients

Adult Patients with clinical diagnosis of trigeminal neuralgia or neuropathy, being

treated at the Walton Centre for Neurology and Neurosurgery,Liverpool, were

approachedforparticipation in the study. The trigeminal neuralgia patients had a

partially controlled symptoms whoweregetting occasional but muted neuralgic

attacks and were being worked up for neurosurgical management.Trigeminal

neuropathy patients were on pharmacotherapyfor their symptoms.

Patients with acute intractable symptoms,requiring inpatient treatment were

excluded from the studyas triggering pain in them would have been inhumane.

Patients with established diagnosis of dementia, or severe learning difficulties,

with major systemic or cerebrovascular disease, brain tumour and multiple

sclerosis were also excluded from the study.
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Every patient and volunteer signed a consent form before participation in the

research. They were informed about ‘what to expect’ during the scanning session

and the time required.

Pre-scan screening

Thermalpain threshold temperature

The thermal pain threshold temperature was determinedin each subject prior to

fMRI. This was done with a peltier thermode (Medoc,Haifa, Israel). A 1.6cm

square MRI compatible thermode wasplaced in contact with the facial skin over

the maxillary eminence (corresponding to V2 area of the trigeminal nerve

dermatome)ontheside opposite to the proposed experiment. The temperature

wasthenraised from a baseline of 32°C till patient complained a levelof

discomfort that was painful, scoring 6-7 on Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). This

threshold temperature (T °" ) was used toelicit a thermal pain response later

during the experiment.

Laterality ofthe symptomsin patients andclinical diagnosis

The side of the symptomswas recordedwith theclinical diagnosis. For volunteers,

the preferred site of stimulation was‘right’ side of the face and right thumb unless

the left side was preferred by the volunteer.

Equipments andset up

MRI scanner

The study was conducted on a SiemensTrio 3 Tesla MRI scanner which was

optimised for neurological use.

Air puffapplicator

A custom madeair puff applicator was assembled locally using four narrow bore

polyurethane tube. A sequential air flow-jet generator (CACTUS , Compressed Air

Controlled Tactile Universal Stimulus) was used to generate air puffs. During the

experiment, the ends of the tubes were taped on to the MRI head coil and to the

thumb. The air puffs were triggered by the appropriate time locked sequence of

the MRI scanning protocol(TTL signal). The air was directed through different
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tubes from the connector-distributor which wasplaced outside the bore of the

scanner and operated manually. This allowed us to stimulate different segments of

the facial skin and thumb, and continue with the scanning protocol with air puffs,

without moving the patient or repositioning. The air puffs produced an innocuous

tactile stimulation with a direction, with minimal distortion of the facial skin.

Thermode

A peltier thermode (Medoc, Haifa, Israel) 16 mm X 16 mm in dimension was used

to apply thermal nociceptive stimulation. The thermode maintained a baseline

temperature of 32°C. The thermode could support a temperaturerise of 5°C per

second and fall of 4.5°C per second. During scanningsessions, the temperature

changewascontrolled by the TTL signal within the scanning time protocol.

fMRI analysis software

The pre processing and statistical analysis of the fMRI data, and presentation was

doneusing BrainVoyager™ QX version 2.6 of Brain Innovation B.V. Appropriate

software licence was obtained for the purpose.

The experiment

Functional imaging

Each subject had a total of nine MRI runs in the SiemensTrio 3 tesla

neurooptimised MRI scanner. Eight of them are fMRI sequencesto specific

targeted stimuli.

The fMRI imageslices were constructed using a gradient echo (GE) echo planar

imaging (EPI) pulse sequence. This GE-EPI pulse sequence has extremesensitivity

to magnetic field (B°) inhomogeneities. The inhomogeneities were most

pronouncedattissue interfaces and for example, between skin and air, skin and

thermode.This produced imagedistortion, knownas susceptibility artefact. The

distortion of the image caused imperfections during structural-functional image
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co-registration and errorin labelling of the activated voxels. We facedthis

susceptibility artefact in our fMRI datasets in early part of the study. Followingits

recognition, we implemented an unwarping technique as suggested by Jenkinson

(Jenkinson, 2001) by acquiring a measurementoffield in homogeneity. ‘Thefield

map’ consisted of a T2 weighted phase and magnitude data acquired by non EPI

spin echo sequencewhich wasfurther normalised by Gaussian smoothening.

The fMRI images were acquired in 3.5mm isometric voxels in a 64X64 matrix. Each

volume acquired had 36slices.

Runs 1-4

The air puff fMRI paradigm was a box design consisting of 10 pairs of ‘OFF and ON’

epoch, eachof (12 X 2) 24 seconds duration. The data wascollected in 80 volumes

with 36 slices per volume overa total duration of 240 seconds. There were four

runs of the air puff paradigm, one each for the stimulation of the skin of forehead,

cheek, mandible and thumb, corresponding to V1, V2, V3 segmentsof the

trigeminal nerve innervation and the palmer surface of the thumb.The pointof air

puff stimulation was approximately 6cm from the midline of the face, along a

longitudinal axis of the face, as restricted by the headcoil. This distance from the

midline remained constant for every subject.

Runs 5-8

The nociceptive thermal stimulation was delivered to the same locationsas the air

puffs with the peltier thermode described above. The fMRI paradigm was a box

design with baseline being at 32°C for 30 secondsfollowed by stimulation at

threshold temperature for 24 seconds. The stimulation at threshold temperature

waspreceded and followed by rampsof 4.5 seconds duration to accountfor

temperature change. Three epochs were obtained over 189 secondsacquiring 63

volumes. This paradigm was used for V1, V3 and thumb.For V2, the ON state was

prolonged to 48 seconds. A 24 seconds innocuous thermal stimulation (sub

threshold) at 42°C was added, as a priming sequence. Three epochs were

obtained over 261 seconds and 86 volumes.
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It was not possible to gain access and hold the thermodein place over V2

segments in two patients because of bigger dimension of the head.It left no space

for the thermodetofit in below the headcoil. In these two patients, thermal pain

data from V2 segment werenotobtained.

Run 9

A final T1 weighted, 1 mm isometric, high resolution sagittal volume scan of whole

head wasobtained, with a matrix of 256 X 256, with contiguousslices.

During each run, subjects were requested to keep still. The head was padded

within the head coil with sponge wedgesto restrict movement. They were also

requested to keep their eyes shut and relax while the scanning took place.

Report of pain experience andelicitation of tactile allodynia or

unpleasantnessor neuralgic attack

Patients were asked to rate their pain experience or unpleasantness ona visual

analoguescale (VAS) of 0-10, ‘0’ being no pain and ‘10’ being the worst pain felt

following the nociceptive thermal stimulation with the thermode.Similarly

patients were asked to report verbally at the end of each run withthetactile

stimulation (air puffs), whether the stimulation wasfelt to be painfully- unpleasant

only (allodynic) or whethera triggering of a neuralgic attack had happened.

fMRI Data Analysis

A multistep data analysis was undertaken using BrainVoyager“ QX 2.6 (BVQX2.6)

software developed by Brain Innovation BV.

Step1

The MRI image datasets were converted to software readable DICOMfiles.
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Step2

The high resolution structural image was transposedinto Talairach (Talairach J,

Tournoux P, 1988) spaceby a trilinear interpolation algorithm. This brain volume

waslater used to coregister and display transposed activation maps. TheTalairach

transposition wasusefulfor inter-subject comparison and group analysis.

Step3

The fMRI data waspre-processed, by a numberof mutually independent

corrective steps to improvesignal to noise ratio (SNR), prior to the statistical

analysis.

3D Motion correction was applied to reduce noise from small movementof the

head. The first volume wastaken as reference followed by alignmentof the rest of

the stack with the reference volumeby rigid body transformation. This includes 3

translations and 3 rotational corrections. The 3D motion correction parameters

were displayed in the BVQX2.6 in a time course graph. Any movementofless than

3-4 mm anyaxis was taken as ‘acceptable’ data. A dataset with a movementof

more than 4mmin any axis was discarded.

Fig 3.0 3D motion correction time course

graph. Motionis detected in 6 planes of

movement. 3 translations. Red denotes

translation in X axis, green denotes

translation in Y axis, blue denotes

translation in Z axis. Yellow is representing

rotation around X axis, magentais

rotation aroundYaxis and cyan

representing rotation aroundZ axis. The X

axis of the graph denotes volume counter

of an fMRI scanning sequence,Y axisis

displacementin mm.

 

The 3 D motion correction time course graph wasanalysed for each fMRI run and

correlated with the time course of the sensory stimulus to unearth any phasic

‘micromotion’ (reflex or involuntary) related to the stimulus. Patients who
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experienced tactile allodynia, unpleasant sensation or had a neuralgic episode

triggered during the experiment were expected to demonstrate this micromotion.

Details are described later.

Slice scan time correction was necessary for each functional volume data to

interpolate the header scanning time of each of the slices of the volume to one

time point, though they were acquired sequentially. The scan time correction

algorithm required the slice scanning order protocol, which wasavailable from the

headerfile. Siemens Trio MRI scannerused an ascending ‘interleaved 2’slice

scanning option, which was checked during slice scan time correction.

Temporalfiltering of each dataset was undertaken to remove noise from linear

and nonlinear drifts by passing through a temporal high passfilter (GLM-Fourier).

These noisesoriginate from physiology and MRI hardware.

Spatial Smoothening using a 3D Gaussian kernel of 4mm width was undertaken

for each of the fMRI dataset. For multi subject analysis, pre-processing of the VTC

files were done with an 8 mm kernel. Spatial smoothening compromisesspatial

resolution of the data and hence a smaller kernel was usedfor the single subject

analysis.

Step 4

The processed fMRI dataset (FMR) wasco registered with the structural MRI

volume scan (VMR). The FMR-VMR file was then linked with the Hemodynamic

Response Function (HRF) predictor modelto create a volume time course (VTC)

file. Patients with left sided pathology had their FMR datasetflipped at this point

to enable multisubject analysis at a later stage. A nonflipped copy of the FMR was

also generatedfor single subject analysis. A total of four patients neededflipping

of sides.
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The predictor models (protocols)

PROTOCOLS AND PREDICTED HAEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE FUNCTIONS(HRF)

AIR PUFF STIMULATION
12 SEC ON/12 SEC OFF x 10 BLOCKS 240 SECONDS.

80 VOLUMES IN EACH RUN

36 SLICES IN EACH VOLUME

NOXIOUS HEAT
32C (30 SEC)/THRESHOLDC (24 SEC)x
6 RAMPSOF4.5 SEC. TOTAL TIME 189
63 VOLUMES
36 SLICES
USED IN V1 AND V3 SEGMENTS

3

SEC

NOXIOUS HEAT

32C (30 SEC)/42C (24 SEC)/THRESHOLDC (24 SEC) x3

6 RAMPSOF 4.5 SEC. TOTAL TIME 261 SEC

86 VOLUMES

USED IN V2 SEGMENT 
Fig 3.1 The Predictors of the fMRI experiments (see text please)

Step 5

The General Linear Model (GLM) was used to analyse the fMRI dataset. GLM

analysis compares the modelshape of the hemodynamic response (HRF) curve

with the experimental HRF response derived from the BOLDsignal change. It

generatesa statistical map for each voxel on how well the datafits that model. A

‘t’ map was obtained for each voxelin the dataset.

Step 6

The statistical analysis of fMRI dataset, which runs the analysis for each voxelin

the volume,is liable to suffer from multiple comparison error. Bonferroni

Correction for multiple comparisons could adjust but is deemed to betoostrict

and though can reducethe alpha errors, can massively increase beta errors as

well. Howeverthe activations of the voxels in an fMRI dataset involving human

brain are not independentof each other and similar activations are seen in

neighbouring voxels within functional areas. BrainVoyager™ QXusesFalse

Discovery Rate (FDR) approach (Genoveseet al 2002). FDR aims torestrict the
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error rate of false positive voxels in a subset of voxels that are labelled as

significant (suprathreshold and are called the ‘discovered’ voxels). Here a q value

of .05 would suggest that the false positive voxels will be restricted to 5% of the

suprathreshold (discovered) voxels in the activation map.

Step7

In a selected group of dataset a ‘Region of Interest’ (ROI) analysis was undertaken

on selected clusters of activations in the anatomically important and functionally

eloquent areas. The temporal analysis of the HRF and the signal changein the

cluster selected provided an insight into how the area responded to the stimulus

and comparison of that response with the neighbouring clusters or other clusters

in the activation map. This particular aspect of ROI analysis was done to examine

temporal relationship in activation amongst the activated ROI clusters.

Step 8

The activation maps were displayed in two dimensionorinflated brain surface

 

SOMATOSENSORY AND MOTORREPRESENTATION ON INFLATED CORTEX

Primary

Somatosensory 3b i Brodman

Area (SI) . 3a ep 2 Areas

Secondary se
Somatosensory

Area (SII)

    

 

    

  

 

insula  
 

Fig 3.2 Inflated brain with the surface mark ofconventional landmarks and areas
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maps. Table 3.1 explains the parameters used to generate activation maps and.

tools used for thresholding. A Talairach transformedstructural brain volume from

one of the volunteers wasinflated bytrilinear interpolation. This inflated and

reconstructed cortex was used to develop surface mapsforpictorial

representation and visual comparisonof the data.

All activations were anatomically correlated. In case of comparatively sparse

activation maps,a less strict multiple comparison correction was accepted

(q>0.05), but with an acceptable cluster corrected p value of >0.01. The strictness

of declaring a voxel as active wasto similar fMRI studies (Borsook et al.2003;

Brookset al., 2002; Mainero et al., 2007). The activated clusters were there-after

designated as ‘Volumeof Interest’ (VOI).

Step 9

The 3 D talairach coordinates of the peak voxel in the VOls were ascertained, and

tabulated with an anatomical label along with p —value and intensity. This formed

the full activation map along with other 2D and 3D representations for the

analysis.

Statistical Multiple Time course Cluster

method comparison threshold

error

(ote) a c-loit(oy a)

Ly)

Ce [fore(=a7

eS (FDR)

 

Visual check >50mm?>

representation of applied to

3D congruency very busy

datasets and

mentioned

in the text

whenthis

was used

 

Table 3.1 Parameters usedfor thresholding and creation of activation maps. In case of

datasets with very sparse or no activation,a less strict parameters were used and

highlighted in the adjoining text.
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CHAPTER4: POST PROCESSING ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Analysis of pre scan screen and postscan patient report

The results from ten healthy volunteers and eleven patients were analysedin this

study. Except one,all healthy volunteers had stimulation on the right trigeminal

skin (face and forehead) and the ipsilateral thumb. One volunteer preferred the

left side and left thumb. No volunteer data was excludedin this clinical part of the

study. The thermalpain threshold (Tpain) estimated on contralateral maxillary

eminence was within the range of 48° -49.5° C and a reference VASof 6-7.

The air puff experiment did not evoke any unpleasantness, allodynia or precipitate

any neuralgia like symptomsin the volunteers group. The thermal stimulus evoked

a sensation of pain or unpleasantnessin all volunteers. The reported degree

maximum unpleasantsensation or pain felt from the thermal stimulation was

tabulated in table 4.1. The reported maximumpain felt was highest at the thumb
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comparedto that when stimulation wason the facial skin for any individual

subject. The difference of pain perception washighlysignificant (p <0 .0009).

abate)

Side of BBat-auilel MermanAacslelacte pain
Volunteer : : : :
eae stimulation during experiment (VAS) threshold
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Table 4.1 Results ofpre-scan screening and assessmentofthermal pain threshold

amongstthe volunteers andpost-scan report of maximum painfelt in the V1, V2,

V3 segmentof the trigeminal nerve and thumb. Notethatfollowing thermal

stimulation at respective thermal pain threshold temperature, a higher degree of

pain wasfelt over the thumbthan ontheface in seven out of nine subjects who

could recall their experience.

Of the eleven patients, nine had a clinical diagnosis of trigeminal neuralgia. Two

patients had the diagnosis of trigeminal neuropathy by LiverpoolCriteria

(Nurmikko and Eldridge, 2001). Seven patients had neuralgic symptoms on the

right side of face while two hadit on the left. Both the patients suffering from

trigeminal neuropathy had their symptom ontheleft side. All patients were on

medications to control symptom. Despite being on symptom controlling

medications, the mean Tpain in the patient group (48.6°C) matched well with the

healthy volunteers but with a widerdistribution 47.5-50°C.
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Contrary to the observation in the volunteers group, the perceived thermal

evoked pain intensity in the patient group showeda differing trend (Fig 4.1 a&b).

All patients who suffered from trigeminal neuralgia, and could report, recorded

the maximum pain score from a facial dermatome rather than the thumb, with the

score from the thumbwassignificantly less (p<0.01). The two patients with the

diagnosis of trigeminal neuropathy showed nospecific trend. Trigeminal neuralgic

pain episode wasnottriggered by the thermal stimulation in any group.

 

: - BB

Sa oea
allodynia (Cc)

V1 V2 V3 Thumb Vi V2 v3 Thumb

1 R Neuralgia 8 8 6 if no no no no no 50

2 R Neuralgia 8 8 8 6 no no no no no 48

3 L Neuralgia tf 7 3 4 yes no yes no no 48

4 R Neuralgia 9 8 9 6 yes yes yes yes no 48.5

5 R Neuralgia § 6 8 3 no no no no no 47.5

6 R Neuralgia 9 8 8 6 no no no no no 49.5

7 R Neuralgia 5 t 3 7 yes no yes trigger no 48

8 L Neuropathy 7 6 6 9 yes no no no no 49

8 L Neuropathy 9 8 8 6 no no no no no 49

10 R Neuralgia xX xX xX xX no no no no no

11 L Neuralgia Xx Xx X X no no no no no X

Mean 14°14 65 6 48.6 
Table 4.2 Results of pre-scan screening and assessmentofthermalpain threshold

amongstpatients andpost-scan report of degree ofpain. Note the pain reported

from thumbwasless in patients with neuralgia. Also note that some patients

reported allodynia or significant unpleasant response anda triggering of neuralgic

attack. This allodynia was also unmasked by motion correction algorithm during

pre-processing of thefMRI data.
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Notethat in each subject the pain was felt more in thumb thanthat in majority of the patients. This trend was contrary to what
of face. observed in healthy volunteers. | 
 

Fig 4.1 a&b Trends in reported maximum pain sensation score in healthy

volunteers and patients following thermal nociceptive stimulation at Tpain.

Four patients (P3,P4,P7,P8) reported experiencing tactile allodynia or

unpleasantness(short of a neuralgic attack) during some ofthe runsof the air puff

experiment. P7 reported triggering of a neuralgic attack. The signature of these

reported events werevisible during subsequentpre processing and 3D motion

correction of the dataset. P8, who suffered from trigeminal neuropathy and

reported an allodynic response but did not show the periodic micromotion

mentioned above.

Identification and verification of unpleasantness/allodynia or neuralgic

attack response from 3D motion correction algorithm

The pre processing of fMRI data to improvesignal to noise ratio is a well

established technique. Three dimensional (3D) motion corrections had been used

to compensate for small head motion during the scan. The origin of these motions

could be physiological like breathing movement and cardiac output. Subjects in

the scanner could develop muscle fatigue to hold a certain head position and drift

with time. Howevera periodic, regular head movementin one direction with a

frequency matching with the application of the tactile sensory input (air puff),

clearly suggested that the origin of the movement wastriggered by the
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Fig 4.2 Identification and validation of tactile
allodynia from 3D motion correction time course
graph

Patient 4 reported mild tactile allodynia in V1, V2
and V3 segmentfollowing air puff stimulation of
the face in post scan report.

During 3D motion correction, the 6 axis correction
time course graph displayed a phasic micromotion.
The air puff stimulation paradigm had ten 12sec
on/12sec off stimulus cycle, applied in a block
design. The micromotion, specially that of V2, V3
and later half of V1 matched the onset of airpuff
stimulation or the block design. This phasic motion
didnot match any physiological cause and the
movement was away from the stimulus site. It was
accepted that in presence of true allodynia, it
would be impossible for the patient to keep still
and reflex contraction of muscles following the
sensation would cause this type of movement,
which would be entirely involuntary.

This observation was used to validate the patient
report of allodynia in neuralgia patients to
categorise the air puff runs for further analysis.
Please see text and table 4.3

3D motion correction time course graph of FMR volume
data, The graph is superimposed on the airpuff time

course block design to highlight the congruency of

micromotion and stimulus ‘ON’ state. Here the grey
columns are ON state and greens columns are OFF

Fig 4.3 Examples of 3D motion correction graphs
which do not show phasic micromotion.

Two motion correction time course graphs are
displayed, These graphs do not show allodynic
micromotion as the graphsin Fig 4.2. The
movements demonstrated here are not phasic,
donot match the air puff stimulus paradigm.

3D motion correction time course graph of FMR volume

data, The graph is superimposed on the airpuff time
course block design to highlight the incongruency of

micromotion and stimulus ‘ON’ state. Here the grey

columns are ON state and greens columns are OFF 
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Defining groupsfor the analysis ofthe activation maps

The runs which had the appropriate micromotion signature and had been

reported earlier by the patients thus formed a group of fMRI runs wherea definite

unpleasantorallodynic response had been confirmed. This group of fMRI runswill

be called as ‘trigeminal allodynia group’ runs for the purposeof the study. The run

which capturedthetriggering of the neuralgic attack will be a separate entity, and

the sterile runs where no allodynia or triggering had been reported by the patients

formed the third subgroup amongst neuralgia patients.

Subjects Stimulation Clinical correlation/condition

Healthy Thermal Pain

Volunteers nociceptive

Healthy Tactile stimulation No allodynia/unpleasantness

Volunteers

Patients Tactile stimulation No allodynia/unpleasantness

Tactile stimulation Tactile-allodynia or

unpleasantness

Tactile stimulation Triggering neuralgia

Patients Thermal Pain

Nociceptive

Table 4.3 List of groups for designated fMRI runs usedlater in the study

Analysis of activations in healthy volunteers

The healthy volunteer group formed the control arm of the study. The primary

angle of examination of the data from this group wasto validate the methodology

of the present research by being able to replicate results of other groups engaged

in similar study on the healthy volunteers (Servoset al., 1999; Borsook et al.,2003;

lannetti et al., 2003). Hence we looked at the group data from two aspects;first,

the activation maps and their content and second,variation in activation pattern

amongst the modality. This was followed by single patient analysis of regions of

interest (ROI).
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Volunteergroup analysis: air puff

The air puff stimulation produced an innocuoustactile stimulation on thefacial

skin. Group analysis of the activation patterns in healthy volunteers following the

air puff stimulation of the three facial trigeminal dermatomes showedsignificant

activation of the whole of the trigeminal somatosensory system upstream from

the brain stem complex. At a q value of < 0.05, which meant a confidence that

95% of the discovered voxels were true activations, we were able to demonstrate

discrete activations in the bilateral primary somatosensory cortex (SI), secondary

somatosensory cortex (SII), and contralateral parietal ventral area (PV) which

straddles parietal operculum and contralateral sensory thalamus.Theipsilateral

activations of SI, SII, and thalamus werealso well demonstrated. Activations were

demonstratedin the trigeminal brain stem nucleus complex at a lower p value of

0.01, during the stimulation of the V2 segmentof the face. Similar activations had

been described by other authors (Servoset al., 1999; Borsook et al.,2003; lannetti

et al., 2003; Maniero et al.,2001). The activations in the SI area demonstrated

somatotopy. The segregation of SI and SII activations and the loci of activations

during noxious thermalstimulations (described later) matched our current

knowledgeof function of these areas in parietal neocortex (Table 2.1). For an

anatomical correlation of the activated peak voxels during air puff stimulation of

the V1, V2, V3 segmentof the skin of the face innervated by the trigeminal nerve

and the skin of thumbin healthy volunteers, please refer to Table 4.4. The

activation clusters in Areal &2 of SI and SII area showed a higher numberof

voxels activated, thus stronger activations, comparedto the other clusters. These

areas were knownto computefor vector and texture of a stimulus rather than

location (Kaas et al., 1979). The surface maps, representedoveraninflated left

hemisphere showedthatthe SI activations were located on the summit of the post

central gyrus and the gyral cortex behindit (area 1 &2 of SI). The group activation

map demonstrated thumbwith respect to lowerface (V3). This somatotopy was

easily identifiable because of wide distance betweentheir representations within

the homunculus, interposed by a large area of the cortex, represented bythelip.
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The somatotopic arrangementwithin the facial area activated following the tactile

stimulation wasalso visible on the surface map represented oninflated brain.

Table 4.4 A samplelist of activated clusters following air puff stimulation (BrainVoyager

QxXauto generated) Talairach Coordinates, the ‘t’ value signifying measure ofsignal and

‘p’ the statistical probability of the voxel being a true activation

Cluster activation list of V1 air puff stimulation in volunteers from

Talairach Coordinates
       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Peak X" "Peak Y" "Peak Z" "t" p

"Cluster 1" 48 -31 25 5.135584 0.000000 Inferior Parietal Lobule (40)

"Cluster 2" 33 -37 28

"Cluster 3" 24 -58 -20 3.793790 0.000161 Cerebellum

"Cluster 4" 21 -13 28 3.646516 0.000285 Caudate

"Cluster 5" 15 -61 -42 4.287697 0.000021 Cerebellum

"Cluster 6" -24 -58 -20 4.084918 0.000049 Cerebellum

"Cluster 7" -30 -1 25 4.012239 0.000067 Insula (13)

"Cluster 8" -45 -34 25 6.921857 0.000000 Insula (13)

"Cluster 9" -42 -16 22 3.622471 0.000313 Insula (13)
 

"Cluster10" -54 -1 37 5.774021 0.000000 Precentral Gyrus (6)

"Cluster11" -48 -52 10 3.971533 0.000079 Superior Temporal Gyrus (39)

"Cluster12" -51 -22 37 4.365704 0.000015 Postcentral Gyrus(2)

"Cluster 13" -57 -19 19 4.118744 0.000043 Postcentral Gyrus (40)

"Cluster14" -64 -43 -5 3.879585 0.000114 Middle TemporalGyrus(21)

 

 

 

 

   "Cluster15"_ -60 -31 22 5.007671 0.000001 Inferior Parietal Lobule (40)

Cluster activation list of V3 air puff stimulation in healthy volunteers from

 

Talairach Coordinates

"Peak X" "Peak Y" "Peak Z" "t" "p"

"Cluster 1" 60 -28 19 3.482916 0.000526 Postcentral Gyrus (40)

"Cluster 2" 63 14 1 2.941569 0.003372 Superior Temporal Gyrus (22)

"Cluster 3" 57 -1 -14 2.989519 0.002891 Middle Temporal Gyrus (21)

"Cluster 4" 48 14 -14 3.149842 0.001702 Superior TemporalGyrus(38)

"Cluster 5" 42 41 22 3.066737 0.002246 Middle Frontal Gyrus (10)

"Cluster 6" 21 -4 16 3.545558 0.000417 Lentiform Nucleus

"Cluster 7" -27 -4 7 3.220667 0.001337 Lentiform Nucleus

"Cluster 8" -24 20 1 3.635673 0.000297 Claustrum

"Cluster 9" -30 -4 52 2.845452 0.004563 Middlefrontal gyrus (6)

"Cluster10" -39 -1 -20 3.386788 0.000746 Fusiform Gyrus (20)

"Cluster11" -42 -4 43 3.183604 0.001518 Precentral Gyrus(6)

"Cluster 12" -52 38 13 4.440786 0.000010 Inferior Frontal Gyrus (46)

"Cluster 13" -42 -37 25 4.564845 0.000006 _Insula (13)

"Cluster14" -57 -25 28 4.836226 0.000002 Inferior Parietal Lobule (40)
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Air puffs Noxious Heat

       Thumb Thumb

Fig 4.4a Activation mapsfrom healthy Fig 4.4b Activation mapfrom healthy

volunteers during stimulation with air volunteers following thermal pain on

puffs. This is a contralateral cortical contralateralcortical inflated map. Note

inflated map. Discrete activation from air the more anterior placed activations,

puff is seen at area 2 ofSI. Note no towardsthe valley of the central sulcus,

insular activations. comparedto air puff. Area 1 and 3b.

Anterior insular activation is present     
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Theseactivations were within a small area, representing the non-lip skin of face.

Interestingly, cingulate gyrus and bilateral anterior insula were not activated.

These areasdid not get incorporatedin the activated part of the map following

the innocuousstimulation.

Volunteergroup analysis: noxious heat

Noxious heat stimulation at T pai, produced a thermal pain sensation. The pattern

of activations following the thermal pain sensation showedbilateral S | and part of

SII forming parietal operculum, but moreconsistently anterior cingulate and

contralateral anterior insular cortex. The contralateral activations in the deep

nuclei and the brain stem complex were also demonstrated. The threshold of the

activation map needed to be relaxed for demonstrating brain stem activation.

Howeverthe ROI time course graph and the anatomical location confirmed this to

be a true activation and were retained. Anterior insula and cingulate cortex

showedactivations at a higher level of confidence during thresholding (q< 0.05) in

all the four series, confirming these as integral substrates of the pain neuromatrix.

The activation of SI, when it was present, reflected a deeper location in the

posterior bank of central sulcus or onits floor. This corresponded to deeperpart

of area 3b or area 1 in the primary somatosensory cortex. The activation in S| was

on the summit or upper part of the posterior bank of the central sulcus when the

air puff stimulation was used. This difference was consistent throughout the

series. The analysis of the surface activation map, specially the mapfollowing V1

thermal pain stimulation (which had a FDR q<0.05) when compared with the map

from air puff stimulation, showed remarkable non overlapping activation pattern

between these two modalities (Fig 4.4 a&b). The anterior cingulate and anterior

insular cortex were active during painful stimulus and weresilent during

innocuoustactile stimulation, and formspart of this disparate activation pattern
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noted above. Fig 4.5 looked into the activation of the deeper structure and

contralateral hemisphere activation patterns. The findings were commensurate

with previous published data. list of significant peak activation voxels following

thermal pain sensation and their anatomic locations are described in table 4.5

Cluster activation list of V3 Noxious Heat stimulation in healthy volunteers

From Talairach Coordinates

"Peak X" "Peak Y" "PeakZ" "t" "p"

"Cluster 1" 67 5 19 5.265065 0.000000 Precentral Gyrus(6)

"Cluster 2" 58 -31 43 4.403517 0.000013 Inferior Parietal Lobule (40)

"Cluster 3" 51 -1 10 6.020925 0.000000 Precentral Gyrus(6)

"Cluster 4" 51 35 -14 5.084118 0.000001 Inferior Frontal Gyrus (47)

"Cluster 5" 51 -22 22 4.236774 0.000027 Insula (13)

"Cluster 6" 45 -7 46 4.721927 0.000003 Precentral Gyrus (6)

"Cluster 7" 42 -37 55 5.427365 0.000000 Inferior Parietal lobule (40)

"Cluster 8" 33 2 10 4.960322 0.000001 Claustrum

"Cluster 9" 39 -16 55 4.377997 0.000014 Precentral Gyrus(4)

"Cluster 10" 33 -25 65 5.475774 0.000000 Precentral Gyrus(4)

"Cluster 11" 21 -16 22 4.771019 0.000002 Caudate

"Cluster 12" 24 -31 13 5.059853 0.000001 Caudate

"Cluster 13" 3 -4 67 4.813731 0.000002 Superior Frontal Gyrus(6)

"Cluster 14" 3 8 37 3.815236 0.000151 Cingulate Gyrus (24)

"Cluster 15" -3 -7 22 4.008857 0.000069 Cingulate Gyrus (24)

"Cluster16" -12 8 37 4.705225 0.000003 Cingulate Gyrus (24)

"Cluster 17" -6 -76 40 4.412542 0.000012 Precuneus(7)

"Cluster 18" -9 -55 68 3.917722 0.000100 Postcentral Gyrus(7)

"Cluster19" -18 -58 -14 4.368533 0.000015 Cerebellum

"Cluster 20" -24 -25 22 3.886675 0.000114 Insula (13)

"Cluster 21" -36 -37 62 4.477687 0.000009 Postcentral Gyrus(2)

"Cluster22" -42 5 7 4.243769 0.000026 Precentral Gyrus (44)

"Cluster 23" -42 -16 49 4.066098 0.000055 Postcentral Gyrus(3)

"Cluster24" -45 -1 7 4.795839 0.000002 Precentral Gyrus (44)

"Cluster 25" -63 8 7 5.389153 0.000000 Precentral Gyrus (44)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

Table 4.5 A samplelist of activated clusters following noxious heat stimulation

(BrainVoyager QX auto generated) Talairach Coordinates, the ‘t’ value signifying measure

of signal and‘p’the statistical probability of the voxel being a true activation
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Noxious Heat Air Puffs

SeOE
activations

Air puff produced bilateral

activations of the

somatosensory cortex.

Noxious heat stimulation
activated cingulate gyrus

and bilateral insula along
with somatosensoryareas.

Sensory thalamusandbrain

stem nucleus of the
trigeminal nerve also

showedactivation following
the heat stimulation

 

V2
activations

A similar pattern as above

continued. The airpuff
activation was stronger

and produced a confluent

region of actvation

encompassing thalamus,
SII, Sl, The noxiuos

stimulus uniquely activated
the cingulate gyrus, insula

and subfrontal cortices
along with some

somatosensory areas

     

  

  
v3

activations
V3 stimulation byair puff

faithfully activated the
somatosensorycortex.

Following the noxious
heat, the cingulate gyrus

again showedactivation

along with the insular

cortex and adjoining
somatosensory areas.

Thumb
activations

The either of the
stimulations did not

produce large activation

on map. Howevercingulate
: gyrus was discretely

activated following
noxious stimulation on the

¢ thumb.

Fig 4.5 Ananlysis of the activation mapsin healthy volunteers. The activation maps shownhere used a

default q value of <0.05. However to demonstatre brainstem activations, in two groups, the parameter was

relaxed but within a cluster corrected p value of <0.05. The p valueis available in each blockofslices.
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Volunteer: single subject analysis: air puffs and noxious heat

The study looked into a random volunteer sample from the databaseto verify

whethera single subject analysis was plausible. The experimental paradigm and

use of a 3T platform theoretically had improved the data acquisition and signal to

noise ratio. Howeverit was necessary to determine that the single subject dataset

would stand a strict statistical test FDR q< 0.05).

The result of a single subject analysis was summarisedin fig 4.6. The activations

could be seenin the ipsilateral trigeminal brainstem nucleus at the level of pons

(main sensory nucleusof trigeminal nerve for fine touch and tactile sensation), the

contralateral thalamus and contralateral primary somatosensory cortex in

following thermal pain and tactile stimulation. The cortical activation maps,

represented over the subject’s owninflated hemisphere demonstratedactivation

in primary and secondary somatosensory cortex with somatotopy. The analysis of

fMRI dataset following thermal pain demonstrated the cingulate and insular

activationsin all the three runs from the trigeminal dermatome.

The areas of activations from the dataset (V2 air puff) were further matched with

the time course data. This demonstrated goodfitting of the HRF with the

predicted responsein everyvisible cluster. The HRFs were synchronous and

showed an overall pattern of HRF amongstthe activated clusters. This response

from the ROls, further validated the activation map. (Please refer to Fig 4.7)
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Summaryfrom volunteer (group andsingle subject analysis) study

The findings from the volunteer study is summarised in table 4.6

Fig 4.7 A volunteer V2 airpuff surface activation map projected on an inflated brain. The activations had been

t tested and corrected for multiple comparisons by False Detection Rate analysis (q < 0.05). For this single

subject analysis, a time course analysis were undertakento further check the validity of the data.

 

Volunteers SI SIl Insula

 

Cingulate

 

Tactile

 

    

 
 

 

 

   

 Ant    

 

 
 

Table 4.6 Summaryofdifferential activation pattern seen in healthy volunteers following

thermal pain and innocuoustactile stimulation to the face and thumb.Thedifferential

activations, specially in insula, SII, PV, cingulate, and area 3a of SI_ were noted consistently

through the group analysis and single subject study. Red signifies activation notedin the

location, White signifies an absent activation in the area. Pink denotes borderline areas.
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Analysis of activations in patients

Patients formed a variant group of subjects. Out of eleven patients whosedata

could be usedfor analysis, nine had a diagnosis of trigeminal neuralgia and two

suffered from neuropathy. One patient developed an attack of acute neuralgic

episode during the experiment. Three patients reported tactile allodynia or

unpleasantness followingair-puff stimulation of the face.

For the purposeof analysis, the patients were divided into following groups(Fig

4.8) according to response following airpuff experiment to achieve some

‘pathology homogeneity’ to enable group study and further ‘single state single

subject analysis’.

Patient groupsfor analysis following airpuff stimulation

No clinical effect

e
n

a Ay Tactile allodyni
a

Patients with facial pain
or unpleasantnessfollowing airpuff

eellati ree

Neuropathy

 

Neuralgic attack

 

Fig 4.8 Patient groupsfor analysis.
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Patients: Trigeminal neuralgia with air puffs

fMRI data from patients with the diagnosis of trigeminal neuralgia werefirst

analysed as a group.This included three patients who had reported an allodynic or

unpleasant responseand onepatient with an acute neuralgic pain. The activation

maps weresignificantly less populated at high threshold and high confidence

interval following air puff stimulation. Small clusters of activations were

demonstratedin bilateral SI, SIl and insular cortex with appropriate time course

data at a lower threshold. Due to scanty activation, observation on somatotopy

following air puff stimulation could not be made. Howeverinsular activity was

significantly more forward than what would be expected fromair puff stimulation

of face in the healthy volunteers. The brain stem and thalamic activation were not

demonstrated in the group studies at FDR q < 0.05. At a lower threshold and

without correction for multiple comparisons, ipsilateral brainstem, thalamus and

cortical activations could be isolated (Fig 4.9). When comparingthe activation

patterns, activation of cingulate gyrus during innocuoustactile stimulation of the

trigeminal somatosensory network wasnoted withinterest. Fig 4.11 a

demonstrate an atypical insular activation.

Cingulate gyrus _

SI face area

Thalamus VP

Insula

S2 Face

Trigeminal

brainstem

nucleus

V3 air puffs V3 noxious heat

 

Fig 4.9 Group analysis of the activations from the air puff stimulation and noxious heat

stimulation of the face. Note the low threshold value forair puffs. Activations were not

cluster corrected and only a 4mm spatial smoothening was used. The time courses of the

clusters match the predicted model well. The ipsilateral brain stem activation wasat the

level of entry of the trigeminal nerve and would correspond with the main sensory nucleus
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of trigeminal brain stem nucleus complex. Anothercluster of activation visible in the brain

stem in the medulla would correspond with the spinal trigeminal nucleus. The

identification and labelling of the activations in the brain stem being done with respect to

the position of the entry of the trigeminal nerve at the pons andvide classical sectional

anatomy. Of note was anteriorinsular activation, which would be atypicalfollowing air

puff stimulation. Bilateral SI and SII activations are also seen as routine.

The single subject analysis following air puff stimulation was remarkably similar to

the group data. (Fig 4.11 a,b &C)

Patients: Trigeminalneuralgia with noxious heat (thermal pain)

Comparedto the activations following the tactile stimulation, the thermalpain

stimulation producedsignificantly florid response in the group analysis as well as

the single subject analysis.

The activation of contralateral SI corresponding to the face area was seen along

with the adjoining part of SII cortex. Anterior insular activation and cingulate

activation were also demonstrated. Of note wasactivation within the posterior

insular area which would bean atypical activation for this mode of stimulation

when comparedwith healthy volunteers data. The single subject analysis

demonstrated all the activations of the group data and was congruentwith the

key atypical findings of the posterior insular activation and typical finding of the

cingulate gyrus activation. The activations following thermal pain stimulation

showed somatotopy.In the SI area the (between V1 and V3 activations) distinct

somatotopy of rostra-caudal orientation of the face was maintained.

Patients: Trigeminal neuropathywith air puffs and noxious heat

Twopatients with the clinical diagnosis of trigeminal neuropathy wasanalysed as

a group. Howeverdueto incomplete datasets, in some runsonly onepatient’s

information was used. The activations following the air puffs remained within S|

area (areal & 2 of the SI). The anterior cingulate gyrus was not activated duringair
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puff stimulus but show strong activation during noxious heat. This was morelike

the activation pattern of the healthy volunteers group. Trigeminal neuropathy

patients respondedvividly following thermal pain stimulation unlike all other

groups with maximal stimulation of anterior insular cortex. Here, again the loci of

activation was appropriate for a painful sensation (when compared with healthy

volunteers) but the proportional cluster size was biggest. The insular activation

remained confined to the anterior area only (Fig 4.11a, b &C). A synopsis of

various activation patterns observed so far in the two different pathology andits

variance from that of healthy volunteers are summarised in table 4.7

 

Sl SII Insula Cingulate

 

 

3b Areal Area2 PV SIl Ant Post Ant     
 

Thermal

pain  
 

Innocuous

tactile
 

  

Allodynia/

unpleasant

feel

Neuralgic

attack

  

 
 

 

 

 

Neuropath      
Thermal

pain
 

Innocuous

tactile  
 

Table 4.7 Summary of the activations in patients with neuralgia and neuropathy. The red

blocks indicate what would be expected in a healthy volunteerfor the modality of sensation.

The purple blocks denote areas where stimulation has been observedin varianceto the

healthy volunteer study for the modality. The arrows denotes the way the activation moved

when comparedwith equivalent healthy volunteer study. ++ denotes very busy activation in

the area when comparedto healthy volunteers
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Air puffs Noxious heat

 

Fig 4.10 Activation following thermalpain and innocuoustactile sensation in Trigeminal

Neuropathy. The stimulations causedactivation in most of the synaptic stations in the

trigeminal somatosensory pathway. Eg BilateralSI andSII, Insula, Cingulate gyrus. The

activation patterns weresimilar to that of healthy volunteer group except disproportionate

response to heat in V3 dermatome.
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GROUP ANALYSIS 
Fig 4.11a,b&c Demonstration of differential activity between healthy volunteers, and

patients with trigeminal neuralgia and neuropathy. The maps were presented on

inflated contralateral brain to showtheactivities in cortical areas hidden within a

sulcus. The Group andSingle subject studies have similar activation pattern. The

BrodmanareasFig 4.11b are presented here for quick reference for identifying the

location of an activation clusters.

 
Primary

Somatosensory Brodman— 3a3b12 ,Area(Si) 4 aid / Areas

 

Secondary

Somatosensory
Area(SH)

  insula

Fig 4.11b

 



 

VOLUNTEER NEURALGIA NEUROPATHY
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*This patient did not experience painful allodynia or neuralgic attack Fig 4.11¢

Fig 4.11 a,b&c continued. These diagrams wereto facilitate comparison between

activation patterns. During air puff experiment, the neuropathic group and volunteers had

a similar activation in contralateral areas of SI and SII cortex spilling into very posterior

insula. No activation in anterior part of insula during this innocuous stimulation was seen.

With V3 air puff stimulation, the volunteer group had more activation clusters on the

cortex comparedto the patients. Neuropathic patients maintaineda close similarity to

healthy volunteer’s activation pattern. Neuralgia group andsingle subject both had

activation clusters appearing in the mid-anteriorinsula or adjoining parietal ventral area

during innocuousstimulation, which wasanatypicalfinding. During the noxious heat

experiment, the activation cluster content of the maps wasvery dissimilar. However a

pattern wasobserved between neuropathic patients andthe volunteers. In spite of vivid

activation following the pain stimulus, activations of the insula were confinedto the

anterior part only. In the neuralgia group, insular activation was mid-anterior with

activation of posterior part ofSII and parietal operculum,the loci that would usually get

activated during tactile stimulus.
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Analysis of fMRI runsoftrigeminal neuralgia patients classified by

‘micromotion’

The trigeminal neuralgia patients were sorted into three unequal groups. Patients

whoexperienced a neuralgic attack formed a group, the second group was formed

by patients whofelt an unpleasanttactile allodynia from the air puffs but did not

proceed to a neuralgic attack. The third group was patients whodid not feel any

allodynic or neuralgic episodes during the experiment. Fig 4.12 looked into the

three groups and their activation patterns following air puff stimulation. This was

a subgroup studyof the trigeminal neuralgia patients.

FDR q< 0.05

Adjusted P

ANALYSIS FOLLOWING CLASSIFICATION BY MICROMOTION

 

Fig 4.12 The post scan patient report and micromotion analysis helped to look in to the

trigeminal neuralgia group in further detail. The above was an analysis of V2 air puff

stimulation of the three groups presented on a contralateral inflated map. At FDR q< 0.05

only the patient who had a neuralgic attack demonstrated a discrete activationin the S/

area. Howeveron lowering the threshold to a still respectable p<0.001, separate

activation maps began to emerge from the three groups. The patients who did notfeel any

unpleasant sensation had the minimal activation. Theface area ofSI corresponding to

area 3b/areal wasactivatedin this map with a further activation in area2 and

corresponding motorcortex activation. However no othercortical areas, insula or

cingulate did activate. In the group who had complained unpleasantnessor allodynia, the

activations of the somatosensory cortex became more prominent. There was a larger

cluster of activation on theface area but most importantly, an activation cluster appeared

in the anterior basal part of the insula. During the neuralgic attack, a larger activation

map appearedin the SI, corresponding the topography of area 1 spreading into area 3b

towards the upper bankof the lateral sulcus. There was a corresponding motorcortex
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response which was smaller than the SI response. The activationsfrom the rest of the

visible cerebral cortex were wipedoutin this map when comparedwith the allodynia

picture which had moreclusters of activations. An anterior insular activation or cingulate

gyrus activation was notidentified during this analysis of thefMRI dataset acquired during

a neuralgic attack.

A single patient study throughallodynia - neuralgia phase and correlation with

micromotion

The allodynic response

Patient 7, suffered a single neuralgic attack during the experiment with air puff

stimulation to the V3 segmentof the face. She also reported an allodynic response

during experiment on the V2 segment and no response while the air puff was

applied on the V1 segment. Hence there wasa unique opportunity to study the

threeclinical states in a single patient. Specially an opportunity to identify the

transformation of fMRI activity when a neuralgic attack struck.

The fMRI data sets were analysed and micromotion wereidentified in the

reported runs of V2 air puffs and V3 air puffs. Fig 4.13a summarises the V2

allodynic responsein this subject. It was observed from the micromotion that

patient had a sharp movementin the scanner. The HRF response analysis of the

ROI showedthe time course of the micromotion matchedwith a sharprise in the

HRF curvein all the ROls suggesting abrupt increase in neuronal activity. However

patient had not complained of a neuralgic attack during this run of the

experiment.

The activation map wasparticularly informative. There was demonstrable

activation of the brain stem trigeminal nucleus complex on theipsilateral side,

contralateral thalamus, and contralateral somatosensory cortex. The highest peak

of HRF was demonstratedat the brain stem complex and therest of the system

replicated the responsefaithfully. No amplification of HRF was seen beyondbrain

stem complex or thalamus. Thalamic activation was bi lobed suggesting multiple

nuclei were involved in thalamic processing. The somatosensory cortex also had a

significant cluster at FDR q<0.05. Other activations outside somatosensory

connections werein contralateral insular cortex and cingulate gyrus.
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Fig 4.13a Summary of activation following an allodynia report. The micromotion

confirmed the presence of allodynia. The HRF response corroborated. Three activations

were identified in the trigeminal brainstem nucleus complex, the main sensory nucleus, as

being located aboveroot entry zone of trigeminal nerve D1, andlaterally placed

activations were termed D2 and D3. The main sensory nucleus showed maximumactivity

and HRFspike. The peak in HRF died down upstream specially in the thalamic activations

(A1 and A2). The S | cortex also had a dampedactivation pattern comparedto the activity

in the brain stem. To note, this patient did not report a neuralgic attack. Importantly, the

main sensory nucleus showed an extremely congruent and equivalent activation HRF curve

with the anterior cingulate gyrus suggesting a very strong connectivity between them.

Fig 4.13b The representation of cortical activation following a tactile allodynia on an

Primary

Somatosensory 3b 12 Brodman

Area(SI) , 3a Ae Areas

 

  

   

Secondary ise
Somatosensory

Area(Sil)  

   insula

inflated brain. The centre of gravity of the cluster was based on Area 1 of the primary

somatosensory cortex (SI). The activation took the shapeoffacial representation of the

homunculus along area 1 architectonic boundaries and reachedSII. Corresponding motor

cortex activations were seen. Noinsular activation was noted.

The neuralgic event

The abovepatient suffered an acute sharp shooting pain of trigeminal neuralgia in

the next stage of the experiment. The event happened about 10 seconds before

end of the session. The patient completed the scanning session and reported the

attack on completion of the scan. The trigeminal neuralgic attack was evoked by

the air puff stimulation. Only one patient of the whole group suffered this type of

pain.
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The 3D motion correction data identified the micromotion and validated the

patient report. Following creation of an activation map, the time course data of

the HRF was matchedwith the time course of the 3D motion correction graph and

onset of the micromotion was foundto correlate and coincide with an

accentuated spike in the HRF response throughoutthe trigeminal somatosensory

system. Howeverthe HRFspike of the peak activation voxel in contralateralS |

seemed to precedetherest of the network. (Fig 4 .14 see row A).

The density of activated clusters following a neuralgic attack at equivalent

threshold (FDR q< 0.05) wassignificantly less when comparedto theallodynia

state. The effect of a neuralgic attack on the cortical activation map seemed to be

that of more circumscribed activation. Other than activation of SI and

corresponding motorcortex at area 4, the rest of the brain remained devoid of

any activation cluster. The lack of activation extends to brain stem,insula,

cingulate cortex and thalamus. At lower threshold somebrain stem activations

were noticed.

The anatomical locations of the ROIs at the brainstem corresponded with the main

sensory nucleusof the trigeminal nerve (dorsal to trigeminal root entry zone and

away from the midline), and spinal nucleus of the trigeminal nerve (below the

level of trigeminal root and towards midline). The HRF from these two activations

were comparedin Fig 4.15. Unlike during allodynia, the brainstem activations did

not have congruent HRFconfiguration with the rest of the network, specially the

activations in the SI cortex. The laterally placed nucleus had a muted peak thatfits

into the time line of the peak activation voxel’s HRF curve but the fit was not as

good as was seen during allodynia.
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Activations at the somatosensory cortex Time course data from ROI

The 3D motion correction time course graph showing

Micromotion in a patient who reported trigeminal

neuralgic attack and compared with time course of

Haemodynamic Response Function of the ROIs

Motor Cortex  
Fig 4.14 The activation of the somatosensory cortexfollowing an acute trigeminal

neuralgia attack and the hemodynamicresponse function of the activated regions of

interest were correlated with the micromotion identified during 3D motion correction. The

micromotion was a confirmatory guide that a neuralgic attack had happenedandits

temporallocation on the time course of the HRF. The onset of micromotion coincided
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accurately with the activation on the motor cortex, and with the clusters in the SI except

for the peakactivation voxel with highest confidence of a true activation (row A). Here the

spike of the HRF graph had staredfew moments earlier than rest of the activated area.It

is to be noted that the subsequentrowsB,C,D.etc were activations from the surround of

the peakactivation voxel, identified by allowing the peak voxel to grow byrelaxing the

threshold of the statistical parameter. Row signifies a ROI at the edge of the activated

cluster where the HRF no longer showedthe spike of neuralgic attack. Row is the

activation in the motor cortex which just precedes the movementidentified by 3D motion

correction algorithm. The activation of the peak activation voxel preceding the rest of the

cluster is suggestive of a cause effect relationship akin to centre surround activation seen

in aroundepileptogenicfocus.

In an effort to locate the possible source of the second peak seen in the HRF described

above,activations in the brain stem wereinvestigated. The result is demonstratedin Fig

4.15

HRFE from different

nuclei 
Fig 4.15 The hemodynamic responsefunction curve from twodifferent nuclei at the brain

stem. The lateral placed nucleus had an earlier and one spike ‘peak’following the marker

line. While the medial and lower paced nucleus hada slightly delayed peak. The HRF of the

first nucleus fitted well with the timeline of the spike seen in the peak activation voxelat

SI (Fig 4.14 rowA). The HRF of the second nucleusfitted with the smaller subsequentspike

in the HRFof the peak activation voxel. Thefit is not as good as in the case of allodynia.
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Furtheranalysis of the trigeminal neuralgic attack data set using different predictor

model(secondanalysis)

Our experiment with air puffs caused tactile stimulation to the face. The HRF predictor

modelreflected the ‘on’ and‘off’ stages of the tactile stimulation in its block design.

Patients, whofelt unpleasantness with each epochofthe air puffs experiment,also fitted

well with the model. However whena neuralgic attack wastriggered after an initial quiet

period , the ‘predictor model’ would havefailed to predict the model HRF. The model

should reflect the event of the neuralgic attack. Keeping this in mind, a new predictor

modelwas designed to interrogate the neuralgic episode (Fig 4.15a). This predictor model

utilised information from the micromotion observation to predict the time of onset of the

neuralgic pain (attack).

 

Fig 4.15a Alternative ‘Predictor model’for the analysis of ‘triggered neuralgic pain’. This

modelis akin to event relatedfMRI analysis and considers the information from

micromotiontimeline to identify the onset of the eventofthe painful neuralgic attack.

The activation map following the second analysis demonstrated the brain areas active at

the point of neuralgic attack. The activation clusters were profuse and spread along the

whole of the area 1 of the primary somatosensory cortex(S |), involving whole of the face

area and therest of the body representation. Strong activity was identified in anterior

part of cingulate gyrus (the part which wasactive during allodynic phase), subfrontal area,

but the strongest activity at the onset of the neuralgic attack wasidentified in bilateral

subgenualarea of the cingulate gyrus (Broca’s area 25). The HRF of these ROIs showed

that they were comparatively dormant during the initial part of this airpuff run till the

neuralgic attack happen. The brain stem activation was conspicuous by its absence and so

wasthe thalamic activity even from this second analysis. Fig 4.15b summarises the

activations during the neuralgic attack with the revised predictor model.
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Fig 4.15 C Summary ofthe activationclustersfrom airpuffstimulation at V1,2,3 of the

trigeminal dermatome. Theseactivations werefrom a single patient who experienced a

neuralgic attack during stimulation ofthe V3 segment. This patient also reported

unpleasant, painful sensation (allodynia) during stimulation ofthe V2 segment. No pain

was complained during V1 stimulation. The shaded part ofthe diagram showedrevised

analysis ofthe activation during neuralgic attack using an event related predictive

model. Note the extensive activations in the area 1 ofthe whole ofthe primary

somatosensory cortex along with frontal, subfrontal, subgenualand cingulate

activationsin the revised analysis when comparedto V2( allodynic response) and V1 (

no response). Theoriginal predictive modelfailed to unveil thefull extentofthe

activation during a neuralgic attack.

The activation following thermalpain (noxious heat) and comparisonofthe activation

pattern following allodynic response.

The activations during these two painful states, that the patient experienced

during the experiment, on the same day, were compared. The similarity of the

experimental environment and scanner condition made this comparison very

robust. Fig 4.16 summarises the observation made from these comparison.

Primary
Somatosensory

Area(Si) innee      

 

    

  

 

Brodman
Areas

Secondary >
Somatosensory

Area (Sil)

insula

Fig 4.16 Observations were madefollowing comparisonof the activation patterns between

thermal pain from a noxiousheat stimulation and experience ofallodynic pain following an

innocuoustactile sensation imparted byair puffs. Activations in S| and SII were observable at

high threshold of FDR q<0.05. The activation in primary somatosensorycortex weresimilarly

located in the face location but in adjacent architectonic areas. The thermalpain activation

straddled area 3b and area 2 of SI while allodynic pain caused SI activation in area 1. The
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thermal pain caused activation ofSII, anterior part of parietal operculum (PV), anterior insula

and cingulate gyrus. The allodynic pain activations, remained confined to area 1 , extending

to lateral borderof SII. There was hardly any overlap of activation areas in the

somatosensory cortex. Orange activations are from allodynic response and Purple activations

are during thermalpain.
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Chapter 5: Discussion

Wehave demonstrated through a set of evoked sensations in an fMRI based

experiment, that patients suffering from trigeminal neuralgia and trigeminal

neuropathy havecharacteristic patterns of brain activations, which are distinct and

different from those of healthy volunteers. We have also demonstratedthatit is

possible to identify these characteristics on a single subject analysis from a 3Tesla

MRIplatform.

The keyfindings from our experiment are tabulated below:

1. Results show consistency and gross congruency with published research in the

area. There are new conceptsin analyses used in this research.

2. Micromotion detection is a useful and valid tool for identifying patient events

and a surrogatefor ‘timed patient- event data’. The concept of micromotion

detection andits successful application is new in this field of research.

3. The analysis of generic brain activations observed in patients and healthy

subjects agree with published research, while the detailed analyses of the

activation patterns confirm our hypothesis of existence of a differential

pattern of activation in trigeminal nerve mediated pain. The results
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demonstratedin this field are novel and add to the existing knowledgein the

field.

4. The successfuluse ofall available time course data in a single patient through

the symptom cycle provides a putative novel explanation for the

pathophysiology of trigeminal neuralgia.

Since description by Ogawa (Ogawaetal.,1990), fMRI has been used extensively to

investigate pain conditions. Many fMRI studies (Treede et al.,1999; Peyron et

al.,2000; Borsooket al., 2004; Apkarian et al., 2005) in healthy volunteers have

established the basic componentsof the conceptual ‘pain matrix’ (Melzack 1990).

The generally accepted componentsof the ‘pain matrix’ are primary somatosensory

cortex (S I), secondary somatosensory cortex(S Il), anterior insula, parietal ventral

area of operculum (part of SII), anterior cingulate gyrus, prefrontal area, and deep

grey nuclei of the thalamus & brain stem. The activationsof S |, SII, Insula, thalamus

are often bilateral. Though the conceptof ‘pain matrix’ has recently been critically

appraised (lannetti and Mourax, 2010), the anatomical connectivity between these

regions exists and there is compelling evidence that these brain regions showactivity

following experimental pain in healthy volunteers with or without pre-sensitisation.

The trigeminal system has been investigated by several researchers(Fitzeketal.,

2004; Borsooket al., 2004; Maineroet al.,2007; Moultonet al., 2007) as trigeminal

neuralgia has been recognised as an ‘ideal pathological model’ for chronic neuralgic

pain conditions. Most of these studies were confined to the identification of

activation clusters in brain through tactile stimulation or thermally evoked pain

sensation. Howeverchronic pain conditions are associated with changesto the

nervous system. This phenomenonis variously described as reorganisation,

sensitisation, and neural plasticity. Hence the pain matrix elicited by evoked painsin

healthy volunteers is not expected to be the sameasin a chronic pain state and one

can expect to see a changeif reorganisation has happened.It is indeed that some

authors have reported such variations (Moisset and Bouhassira, 2007) while others
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have been able to demonstrate activations of the classical pain matrix in pathological

pain (Schweinhardt et al.,2006).

This work originated from the hypothesis that a difference will exist in the fMRI

measuredbrain activation patterns betweena physiologial reponseto tactile and

noxious stimuli in healthy subjects and those with trigeminal nerve-mediated pain.

Moreover, it was hypothesied that there exist a differential brain activation pattern

betweentypesof trigeminal pain. Because of multiple documented changesin

cerebral activation in various chronic pain conditions, no further hypotheses

regarding the exact natureof the alterations wereseta priori, except that they were

to be found in the cerebral network forming the ‘pain matrix’.

The experiment and analysis

Our result show consistency and gross congruencywith reports by other researchers

in this field (Fitzek et al., 2004; Borsook et al., 2004; Mainero et al.,2007; Moulton et

al., 2007; Moisset et al.,2010). While in most studies the investigators had used a

mechanical brush, automatic or manually operatedasthetactile stimulation

medium,in this research we usedair puffs. Air puff stimulation has been used before

in humanstoelicit a startle response in fMRI experiments (Nueneret al.,2010).

Airpuffs provide a simple tactile stimulus with a desired frequency and single uniform

direction. It has a distinct advantage over a brushasa tactile stimulator. A brush

stimulation not only imparts a tactile sensation, but also generates pressure, texture

and surface information which can produce multiple areas of activation in the

somatosensory cortex, and the noise of such additional activation can submergethat

directly linked to the stimulus under study. Using the air puff method, we

demonstrated reproducible and precise Area 2 activation in the primary

somatosensory cortex along with area SII of secondary somatosensory cortex in

healhy volunteers. Area 2 is known to deal with directional tactile stimulus in

primatesin studies involving direct cortical recording (Hyvarinen and Poranen 1978)

whichis still taken as the gold standard methodforassigning cortical functions. We

also used a standardised thermal pain stimulation. This approach provided ample

data from single subject analysis following multiple comparison correction in most of

the fMRI experiments using False Discovery Rate (FDR) approach (Benjamini and
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Hochberg, 1995). In all our single subject analysis, we have used a FDR q < 0.05,

which denotes a confidence that 95% of the discovered voxels are true activations, as

the starting point for building the activation map. When a lowerthreshold is used,

the activation map is checked for congruencyin relation to the time course data. The

consistency of our results, the overall agreement of the activation maps with

conventional neuroanatomyand, broadly speaking, findings by other researchers,

can be seen asa justification for the decision to analyse the results obtained from a

small numberof subjects (10 volunteers and 11 patients). Similarly, it was deemed

justified to divide the patients further into two groups of 9 and 2 according to

pathology.

Identification ofmicromotion andits application to enrich data analysis

3D motion correction using rigid body transformation with respect to a reference

volume(the first acquired volume in most cases of fMRI data) is an integral part of

fMRI data pre-processing to reduce noise. The algorithm for 3D motion correctionis

inbuilt within most software packages developed for fMRI data analysis. The 3D

motion correction algorithm has sub-millimetre sensitivity to identify motion of the

volume scanned by comparing movementof self generated reference points in 6 axes

of motion; 3 translations and 3 rotations. Thus motion correction time course graph

is at least as sensitive to detect motion as the ‘video’ of ‘video telemetry EEG’ used

for investigation of epilepsy.

The detection of motion in the time course graph wasusefulin this experiment on

patients with trigeminal neuralgia. It is maintained here that a true unpleasanttactile

allodynia or a full triggered neuralgic attack would definitely cause a reflex and

protective movementof the head. Though the patients were warned of the

movement and were askedto try not to movein the scanner during the experiment,

a minor millimetre movement would be unavoidable if a sudden undeclared pain or

unpleasantnessstrikes. We used the signature of this movement on the motion

correction graph to corroborate a patient report of tactile allodynia or attack of

neuralgia. We havecalled this ‘micromotion’ and it is a surrogate representation of
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an evoked responsefrom a sensory stimulus. It may beslightly less precise than

electromyography (EMG) that a group recently used in conjunction with fMRI to time

an evoked response (Nueneret al.,2010). However the temporal resolution of the

motion correction time course graph showing micromotion is precise enough to mark

the onset of physical motion and matchit with the experimental paradigm

considering fMRI responsehasa lag of around 2 seconds (Goebel, 2007) from a

changein field potential. This means that, in real time, change of potentials in the

ROI for the observed activity had happened 1 volume. The micromotion is used for

two purposesin this research.

First, it is used to categorise fMRI runsin trigeminal neuralgia patients into three

groups. The nine patients in the neuralgia group were heterogeneous. There was a

mix of patients who felt no unusual sensation from the tactile stimulation, while

othersfelt allodynia and one patient went on to develop a neuralgic attack. Such

distinct precepts arelikely to reflect different neural activations. This information

might be otherwiselostif a simple group analysis was undertaken. Micromotion

corroboration coupled with patient report allowed usto identify the fMRI runs which

would havethis information and categorize the set into three subgroupsforanalysis.

The result in fig 4.12 when comparedto group analysis of fig 4.11a exemplifies the

use of micromotion in data classification and outcome.

Second, the use of micromotion analysis provides a surrogate markerfor the time of

onset of an evoked response from the sensory stimulus. Once the time of onset of

the response wasidentified on the time course, that point was referenced in each

ROI time course data to analyse how the HRFin them has respondedto the stimulus

around that point of time. This allowed usto investigate functional connectivity and

temporal relationship between the ROls in effort to understand the functioning of

the network. Fig 4.12, 4.14.4.15 exemplifies the use of micromotion for this purpose.

To our knowledge,this approach has not been used ordescribed before.
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Activation map analysis

Wehave demonstrated a variance in the fMRIactivation pattern of brain in patients

with trigeminal neuralgia and trigeminal neuropathy from that of healthy volunteers

whenstimulated by a set of thermal pain and innocuoustactile stimulation.

In healthy volunteers, we demonstrated a modality specific segregation of the

activation areas within primary (S 1) and secondary(S Il) somatosensory cortex.

Modality specific sensory subregions are well established in other cerebral sensory

fields like visual cortex and auditory cortex. Different visual cortical areas are known

to subserve perception oflinearity, acceleration, color etc (Zeki et al.,1991). The

segregation of functions in somatosensory cortex in humans and non human

primates had also been described. Hyvarinen and Poranenin 1978 showed that Area

2 of S| contains around 40% of the direction sensitive neurons from the hand areain

a monkey (Hyvarinen and Poranen, 1978). Another group showedthe presence of

parietal ventral (PV) area in the previously knownregion S Il, thus dividing the

previousSII into two areas (Disbrow etal., 2000). PV is knownto take part in complex

information processing from a moving stimulus. Area 3b and Areal of the primary

somatosensory cortex (SI) deal with primary sensation from the cutaneousareas.

(Please refer to table 2.1 for completelist of functions of the somatosensoryareas).

In the same group we foundthatair puffs induced a discrete area 1 and area 2

activation whichis different from our previous pilot experiment on healthy

volunteers in 1.5 T MRI when a brush wasused; (published in abstract form only).

The activation was bilateral. We also found that the stimulation from thermal pain at

T pain Caused activation medial anterior to thatof tactile stimulation, in the area 1 and

3b spreading to 3a. Howeveractivation from this stimulation did not encroach on the

activities of air puff on the contralateral primary sensory cortex.

Segregation wasalso seenin the insular cortex. Thermal pain resulted in activation of

the anterior insula only. The cingulate gyrus was activated only during painful

stimulation with heat. The diagram below summarises activation mapsfollowing

innocuoustactile and thermal pain stimulation in the healthy volunteers (results
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shownarein the regions comprising the ‘pain matrix’, including the relevant

somatosensory and affective areas).

 

Volunteers SI SII Insula Cingulate

   

 

 

3a 3b Post Ant  
 

Thermal

pain

Innocuous

tactile

 

          
Fig 5.1 Schematic diagram summarising the activation pattern on cortical areas following the

fMRI experiments on healthy volunteers. Red indicate areas whereactivation was noted.

Activation of primary and secondary sensorycortical areas described above had been

extensively reported following stimulation of the trigeminal areas in healthy

volunteers (Fitzek et al., 2004; Borsook et al., 2004; Mainero etal.,2007; Moulton et

al., 2007), We report the same activations with further detail regarding the

segregation of the activations within a region.
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FUSED ACTIVATION MAP IN HEALTHY VOLUNTEER: PAIN & TACTILE SENSATION

area PV 
Pain Tactile Fig 5.2

Fig 5.2 Superimposed thermal pain and innocuoustactile stimulation activations - activation

mapsfrom the healthy volunteers. Segregation of activity is demonstrated with tactile

activations are confined around area 2 of primary somatosensory cortex (SI) , and PV and

area S2 of secondary somatosensory cortex (S II). Activations in the medial surface and deep

structures are described in chapter 4

In patients with trigeminal neuralgia, the above described modality specificity of the

activation is lost specifically within the insular cortex, area 2 of primary

somatosensorycortex and cingulate gyrus. In the group analysis as well as in single

subject analysis with a high threshold value ( FDR q< 0.05), the activations following

thermal pain encroached extensively into area2 of the S| region and into posterior

insula. Tactile stimulation caused activation of the cingulate gyrus and insula. The

overall impression from the activation maps suggested that the sensitivity to thermal

pain has been comparatively more and there has beenactivation of areas by

innocuoustactile stimulation that would be otherwiseactivated from a pain

stimulation. This observation forms a pattern as all patients had previosly felt the

thermodeat Tpain to be more painful on the face comparedto the thumb,contrary to
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the observation in volunteer group, who felt otherwise ( Fig 4.1b). Taking the thumb

as reference, it would meanthat patients with neuralgia had a lower threshold for

Tpain Fepresenting a subclinical hyperalgesia, and this is reflected in the fMRI

activation maps. In summary, the neuralgia patients, as a group, and when not

showingan allodynic response or having a neuralgic attack demonstrated a near

crossoverof the activation map for the modality (with healthy volunteers as

reference).

 
Fig 5.3 Superimposed activation maps of V1 thermal pain and innocuoustactile stimulation in

trigeminal neuralgia patients (group analysis). The reversal of activation areas to be noted.

Pain activated area 2 while insular cortex being activated by tactile stimulation (compare

with Fig 5.2)

Micromotionassisted analysis

As previously mentioned, micromotion assisted categorisation of fMRI data and

analysis has not been reported before. The analysis described in fig 4.12 used

micromotion to categorise the trigeminal neuralgia group of patients into three.
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Broad fMRI group analysis is not very logical in chronic neuropathic patients or in any

pathology where the pathophysiology could involve neural structure in a random

fashion. Neural plasticity or reorganisation is the basis of chronic neuropathic pain.

It cannot be assumeda priori that such reorganisation will happen in a uniform or

stereotyped wayin every individual. This fact reduces the chances of any group

assessmentto reveal a consistent pattern of abnormal activations. In a neuropathic

condition there could be a commonarea in an activation map that is shared by both

patients and healthy volunteers, accompanied in patients by a spread of the

activation from there, which is reorganizational and random. It is the second feature

that signifies the underlying disease and not the activation that is commonwith the

healthy volunteers.If it is so, a robust single subject analysis would seem preferable

to group analyses in neuropathic pain conditions. The crucial issue is of course the

reliability of the data obtained from a single patient. The results of this study give

support to the contention that such an analysis is possible, as comparing fig 4.11a

and 4.11c, suggests. In fig 4.11c, with a high threshold, the activation map of brain

activations following thermal pain is much more populousthanin group study,

uncovering involvementof a widerarea of insula and primary somatosensory cortex

in the area 2. Micromotion analysis can help in validating single subject analysis time

course graphsby identifying the ‘marker event related HRF’ in ROls and increase the

confidence of declaring a voxel as active and a cluster as important componentof the

network. Event related fMRI or recent EMG coupled fMRI (Nueneret al., 2010) can

also serve the same purpose.

The abovelogic also holds true in a group of patients with varied symptoms. A group

fMRI analysis would yield a better representative activation map if the homologous

symptomsare sub grouped and analysed. We used micromotion to subgroup

neuralgia patients. The subgroup analysis showedlogical representative progression

of activation pattern, which was masked by group analysis. Similar segregation, based

on patient’s report, had been reported by others (Moisset et al, 2010). We used a

further corroborative evidence in the form of micromotion for assisting the

segregation.
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Wefound thatas a patient moved from being symptom freefollowing a tactile

stimulus through to a allodynic phase to a neuralgic attack, the activation map on

the somatosensory cortex, which wasactive in the face area only initially spreads to

involve adjoining areas but more importantly the cingulate gyrus as allodynia sets in,

a neuralgic attack then cause a discrete and very intense activation in the face area of

primary somatosensory cortex with virtual wipe out of the activations clusters from

other neighbouring regions except the motorcortex.( fig 4.12)

This sequential finding fits into our current concept of neurovascular coupling and

fMRI response. fMRI responseis proportional to the LFP to a limit (Logothetis NK.

Wandell BA, 2004), and severe pain is known to cause surroundinginhibition

(Apkarian et al., 2000).

The schematic representation below summarises the fMRI activation mapsin

trigeminal neuralgia and trigeminal neuropathic patients.
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Fig 5.4 The schematic representation to summarise the fMRIactivation mapsin trigeminal

neuralgia and trigeminal neuropathic pain. Red areas are locations where an activationis

expected for the modality of the sensation and purple areas are those whereit has moved to

in the condition. ++ denotes majorincreasein activity in the area when comparedto healthy

volunteers.
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Trigeminal neuropathy

Activation mapsof the patients suffering from trigeminal neuropathy demonstrated a

specific activity , when comparedwith the neuralgia group or healthy volunteer. The

fMRI activations of the brain in response to thermal pain was comaparatively more

populus on observation( Fig 4.11 a,b&c). This result supports the view that

trigeminal neuropathy is associated with a C fibre dysfunction. Unlike neuralgia

group, activation pattern did not show a reversal or encroachmentin areas of the

cortex designated as subserving other modalities of sensation. Thermal pain

produceda relatively disproportionate fMRI response, but all activations were within

the classical pain matrix. The tactile stimulation activated the S II area, as in healthy

volunteers and the cingulate gyrus got activated after thermal pain stimulus.

Multiple time coursedata assistedsingle patient analysis through a spectrum

ofclinical presentations

The above patient provided us an unique opportunity to investigate an acute

trigeminal neuralgic attack, triggered during the experiment. The patient report, 3D

motion correction time course data, the fMRI experimentprotocol time course and

the HRFsof the activated voxels were combined to accurately time the neuralgic

attack on a time line. Thus we made a simple block design fMRI paradigm to an

effective event related fMRI dataset. As a further step, we re-analysed the neuralgic

attack data set with a revised event corrected predictor model to unearth the areas

which matched activity during the neuralgic attack only. To our knowledge,this is the

first report of use of 3D motion correction dataset to ‘event mark’ a block design

paradigm. In subsequentanalysis the path of the neuronal activity was traced from

brain stem nuclei to the somatosensorycortex (fig 4.13a, 4.14, and 4.15) and

elucidate when and whyan‘allodynia’ becamea ‘neuralgic’ attack. The micromotion

confirmed the patient reports. The analysis are summarisedin fig 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15

a,b,c.
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Evidence overthe years have suggested that in trigeminal neuralgia, trigeminal nerve

or the trigeminal dorsal root ganglia probably are the pain generator rather than the

central nervous system (Gass et al.,1997). Our evidence points to the fact that may

be only partly true.

In fig 4.13a, the generation of an allodynic sensation was mapped. An activation

peak, which synchronised with the reported allodynia and the micromotion graph

was retraced back from the somatosensorycortex to the brain stem, through

threshold activation clusters that had emerged from the analysis. The activations

with a 95% confidence had appeared at conventional locations in the previously

described pain matrix by several authors (Fitzek et al., 2004; Borsooketal., 2004;

Mainero etal.,2007; Moultonetal., 2007; Moisset et al.,2010).

Weisolated three brain stem nuclei which were active corresponding to a congruent

time course graph. The medial most of these, which wasalso mostrosral, fitted with

the location of the main sensory nucleus. This nucleus showed a strong high

activation peak, compared to the other two, which wereat slight caudal and lateral

location compared to the main sensory nucleus.

The activation from the brainstem main sensory nucleusof the trigeminal nerve was

not reciprocated upsrteam in thalamic nucleus or the somatosensory cortex.In fact in

this case of allodynia, that did not progress in to a neuralgic attack, the activation in

the thalamus and somatosensory cortex were damped. This damped brain stem

activity as it climbed upstream howeverdid produce a cluster on the primary

somatosensory cortex in the area 1

In the affective circuit, the anterior cigulate demonstrated an exquisite time matched

high activation peak that matched the high activity nucleus of the brain stem.

As mentioned earlier, this patient only repoerted unpleasant allodynic response and

no neuralgic attack.

It is thus logical to conclude that the medial ‘high activity nucleus’ relayed to the

affective circuit and in this case the anterior cingulate gyrus. The activities from this

nucleus wasnotrelayed to thalamus, as thalamic and S11 activities did not mirror its
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response.On the other hand,thelateral activities in the brain stem matched the

thalamic activity better. The concept of the existence of an affective and

discriminatory circuit in the pain matrix had been proposed andcingulate gyrus

activity had been associated with pain before (Rainville et al.,1997). But a non

invasive tool, fMRI, had never been used before to demonstrate its existence and

activity in a single patient analysis.

The fMRIactivations (Fig 4.14) from the neuralgic attack paradoxically show very

scanty activation clusters. However the demonstrated activities were discrete,

anatomically appropriate and had a congruenttime course. The HRF showed the

signature of the neuralgic attack with a peak activation, which matched the

micromotion time coursedata.

On relaxing the threshold below FDR gq <0.05 some activities become apparentin the

brain stem. Wethus used an activation mask from the allodynia dataset to query

the same anatomiclocationsfor activity information for cingulate gyrus and the

thalamus. The brainstem had an activity at the same voxel in the neuralgic attack as

during allodynia. The consistency of this voxel suggested it to be one of the main

location of trigeminal sensory relay. The HRF analysis of this voxel did not match the

most of the peak activity of the other ROIs during the neuralgic attack . The HRF from

laterally placed brain stem activation however had a goodfit with the activity of the

peak activation voxel in primary somatosensory cortex without the very distinguished

spike of the neuralgic attack. This may suggest that the laterally placed brain stem

nucleus was more actively connectedto the lateral (discriminatory system) than the

medially placed activation. The mask analysis showed no matchingactivation cluster

in the sensory thalamus or in the anterior cingulate area.

The HRF data of the peak activation voxel in S1 was the only voxelin the activation

cluster following the neuralgic attack to have a slightly incongruousactivity from the

rest of the clusters when compared with micromotion timeline. If we accept this

voxel as the seed ofthe activation cluster, then it had to be inferred that the

activation from this voxel had spreadto therest of the activated area in S1 by
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summationof activity from a suceeding waveofactivity or this voxel ignited the rest

of the S1 like an epileptic focus.

The re-analysis of the neuralgic attack dataset with the revised predictor model(Fig

4.15a) to unmask the areas that were activated only at the point of neuralgic attack

returned a more extensive activation cluster map (Fig 4.15b and c). The fact that the

whole of contralateral primary somatosensory cortex in the areal was activated with

the strongest correlation in the face area gave more credenceto the hypothesis of an

activation wavestarting from the peak activation voxel and spreading to the rest of

the face area and beyond( Fig 5.5). The activation in the somatosensory cortex

following this revised analysis remained confined to the areal (a single architectonic

area). The inability of the initial predictor model to demonstrate these activations

wasdueto thefact that these areas had no activity during the initial part of the

experimental fMRI run and camealive when neuralgic attack struck. The second

predictor was modelled around the neuralgic attack only with the help of

micromotion analysis.

The areas that got actvated as neuralgic attack struck were bilateral area 1 of primary

somatosensorycortex (the ipsilateral activity was smaller), anterior cigulate gyrus

and neighbouring medial frontal cortex, subfrontal areas and strongestactivity being

at the subgenual cingulate area on eitherside ( Fig 4.15b). No activation clusters

werevisible in the brainstem or in the thalamus.

The subgenual cingulate is not described routinely as a part of affective pain

neuromatrix. Howeverthe result from this single patient analysis of the neuralgic

attack showed a very strongactivity at this area. In the neuropsychologyliterature,

this area is described to be associated with negative mood and sadness(HelenS et

al.,1999). Our study indicated that acute painful experience of a neuralgic attack

either evoked these experiences or the interpretation of an acute neuralgic sensation

to be painful needed involvementof these areas of the subgenual cingulate as well

as more conventionally described anterior cingulate areas.

The strong brain stem upstream correlation that was evidentin the allodynia

activation map, was notevident during the neuralgic attack. Was this a chance
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occuranceor wasit thatall the activity that was observed on S1 area during a

neuralgic attack wasa locally generated cortical activity triggered by a seed ? The

‘light up’ of a seed (peak activation voxel) may explain the lack of congruent brain

stem and absent thalamic activity during a neuralgic attack. The other explanation

for lack of equivalent brain stem activity (as seen during allodynia) or thalamic

activity could be surroundinhibition following an acute pain (Apkarian et al., 2000).

Recently (Moisset et al., 2010) conducted an fMRI study onpatients with trigeminal

neuralgia and demonstrated the activation of mostof theloci on trigeminal

somatosensory and affective loci in patients suffering from pain. The activation

pattern wassimilar to the allodynic activation map described in this study. On closer

analysis it was evident that noneof the patients in the study of Moissetet al

experienced a fullblown neuralgic attack. Our study thus is in agreement with the

results described by Moissetetal, as it applies to the allodynic part of our analysis.

 

Fig 5.5
Superimposedactivation mapsofallodynia (orange), neuralgic attack ( green) and

activations during neuralgic attackfollowing revised predictive protocol (purple). The green

cluster, which correspondedto the peak activation voxel during an allodynic responseas well,

wastheinitial cluster visible during uncorrected analysis of the neuralgic attack data.It acted

as a seed aroundwhich the activation during neuralgic attack had spread( purple) along the

areal of the primary somatosensory cortex.
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This demonstration also highlights the shortcomings of a fMRI study using ‘universal

box car design’ whenelicitation of pain (or any other function) following each epoch

of stimulation on — off is not guaranted and only happens during some epochs.This

study identified the problem and the solution of the problem forthe facial pain

studies.

The observations madein this study can be explained by the present knowledge of

changesthat could happen in the nervoussystem following a peripheral nerveinjury.

Trigeminal neuralgia can be described as a chronic constrictive injury (CCI), In CCl,

the upregulation of HCN type 1 channels in the cell body of the affected neuronsat

the dorsal root ganglion andat the site of constriction has now been implicated as

the cause of spontaneousfiring of these neurons (Chaplan etal., 2003; Jiang et al.,

2008). Aberrant excitability of the dorsal root ganglia and dorsal horn has been

demonstrated following peripheral nerve damage (Wolf and Mannion, 1999). Obata

et al showedthat around 12- 25% of the fibres of a nerve (with CCl) is needed to be

damagedto sustain a tactile allodynic symptom (Obataet al,. 2003). Changes have

been demonstrated in the unconstricted fibres as well.

Changesalso happenin the dorsal horn following CCI. The present evidence points to

increase in size and numberof microglia in proximity of the damaged neuron

followed by microglia mediated neurogenic inflammation involving chemokines,

cytokines,purinergic receptors in a complex glial neural interaction. In a sciatic nerve

inury (SCI) model, these changes would result in hyperalgesia, allodynia and

spontaneouspain (Gao and Ji, 2010). Such a response from microglia is local to the

dorsal horn and the damaged neuron, and becauseof the very nature of

inflammation, involves the neighbouring neuronsas well. This is well exemplified in

SCI, when the receptive area of hyperalgesia becomesregional rather than radicular.

Trigeminal neuralgia is an unique pain condition with sharp shooting intense

symptom. No other cranial nerve neuralgia is similar and no peripheral spinal nerve

injury produces neuralgic symptom akin to trigeminal neuralgia. It is important to

appreciate an anatomical speciality that is unique of the trigeminal nerve that may
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have causedit to stand apart. Trigeminal nerveis the only peripheral (cranial)

sensory nerve where some pain, temperature,crude touch sensation are relayed (in

spinal nucleusof trigeminal nerve) in close proximity of the relay centre of highly

myelinated fibres oftactile discrimination ( in main sensory nucleus) Fig 2.1. In other

peripheral sensory nerves, the synaptic relay centre of these two modalities of

sensations are anatomically wide apart, with tactile discrimination relaying at the

dorsal nuclei in the medulla (nucleus gracilis and cuneatus) and pain and

temperaturerelaying at the dorsal horn (lamina |). The main sensory nucleusof

trigeminal nerveis a continuation of the spinal nucleusat its rostral end and thereis

no anatomical boundary between the two. Hence a microglia mediated neurogenic

inflammation at the central terminals of the highly myelinated tactile fibres at main

sensory nucleus of trigeminal nerve can theoretically sensitise the neighbouring

temperature and nociceptive neuronsorvice versa. This is the only location in the

central nervous system (other than dorsal root ganglia, which is outside CNS) where a

microglia mediated neurogenic inflammation or astroglial activation can potentially

cause the degree of thermal hyperalgesia or cross over of modality seen in trigeminal

neuralgia. Anywhere upstream from the brain stem will cause spread of symptom

into area beyondface, whichis not the casein trigeminal neuralgia. CCl causes

changesin the dorsal root ganglia and on the axon,at the point of compression.This

is also a place wheresensitisation of the nociceptive C fibres could happen.

The suggested explanation of the observations made here would be that, CCI of

trigeminal nerve sensitise neighbouring neuronsat the brain stem relay centres. At

main sensory nucleus (which most often gets activated in fMRI studies). This can

causeincreasedsesitivity to thermal experiment seen by us, and crosssensitivity as

seen by our crossing of modality in the activation of fMRI maps in neuralgia patients.

The neurogenic inflammation down stream (brain stem) can changesensitivity of the

cortical neurons. For example the temperature, crude touch, and the pain sensitive

parts of the cortex (area 1 of primary somatosensory cortex) can be sensitised by

neuronal inflammation at spinal nucleus of the trigeminal nerve by a CCIaffecting

afferent fibres to these areas. It is this part of the cortex thats gets activatedfirst in

neuralgic patients, sufferring from allodynia or a neuralgic attack.
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The proof of hightenedsensitivity of the nociceptive system was also found from the

synchronus brain stem and anteror cingulate activity demonstratedin allodynia

response. During an allodynia, the peripheral stimulus caused the networkto activate

in harmony, activating the sensitised parts rather than the normal area attributed to

the modality. The pain of the allodynia could be attributed to the activation of the

anterior cingulate gyrus.

The neuralgic attack could be described as a progression from an allodynic activity.

This study suggested that the neuralgic attack involved spread of the activation to

the surroundingparts of the area 1 of the primary somatosensory cortex around the

peak activation area identified during the allodynic response. This sudden spread of

activation was not mirrored in the brain stem or thalamus. Henceit waslogical to

conclude from the present evidence, that the spread ofactivation in the cortical

areas, that was demonstrarted during a neuralgic attack, was a cortical phenomenon.

The peak activation voxel, which showedstrong activity during an allodynic response

acted like an epileptic focus, with activity spreading over the sensitised part of the

cortex. The peripheral representative of this ‘seed area’ could be the clinical trigger

point on theface. This also explained the shooting natureof trigeminal pain,

suggesting rapid spread ofcortical activity from a specific location.The cortical spread

wasrestricted to the area of the cortex that had been probably sensitised by

neurogenic inflammation.As in epilepsy, this event could be spontaneousor

triggered. Howeverthe maintenace ofthe activity at the ‘seed area’ was dependant

on peripheral stimulus, which would go a long way as an explanation of therapeutic

benefit of microvascular decompression and othersurgical proceduresfor trigeminal

neuralgia. The clinical responsivenessof trigeminal neuralgia to antiepileptic

medications gave credenceto the aboveinterpretation of the findings as well.
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Chapter 6: Summaryand Conclusion

This research has demonstrated that fMRI based single subject analysis can be used

in clinical scenario to aid in the diagnosis of pathological conditions.

The prerequisite for such a clinical application was to define criteria for diagnosis and

understanding of the aetiopathological background ofthosecriteria.

The research had used innovative adaptation of the air puff as tactile stimulator,

which wasa key for the generation of near puretactile stimulation and fMRI

activation maps. The conceptof identification of micromotion as a surrogate event

markerin facial pain studies and its application to enrich data analysis was also a new

addition to the methodologyof this type of research.

The result demonstrated distinct difference of fMRI activation mapsin patients

suffering from trigeminal neuralgia and trigeminal neuropathy when compared with

that of healthy volunteers. Distinct pattern of fMRI activation were identified for

trigeminal neuralgia and an acute neuralgic attack, which was backed by an
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aetiopathological reasoning from current accepted knowledgeof generation of pain

in chronic constrictive injury of peripheral nerves, astroglial response and microglia

mediated neuronal inflammation. The thermal sensitivity and activation area shift in

somatosensory cortex in patients suffering from trigeminal neuralgia had not been

demonstrated before.

A furtherinsight into events leading to an allodynia -neuralgic attack cycle and

demonstration of the changein activation during a neuralgic attack with fMRIis a

new a contribution to the chronic pain research.

In conclusion the research proposesthat the following criteria could be used to help

in the clinical diagnosis of trigeminal neuralgia in situations where a diagnostic

dilemmaexists.

A comparative criteria with respect to trigeminal neuropathy hasalso been provisionally

proposed, butsufficient numberofpatients with the diagnosis ofneuropathy has not been

studied here to be able suggest a firm criteria.

  

  

Neuralgia Neurof M7

   
  

Assessmentofthermal Relative hypersensitivity over.
sensitivity face comparedto palm of hand

fMRI assessmentofcortica Shift of activation pattern to

activation from innocuous contralateral Area 1 of S1 instead |.

Tactile sensation of Area2 of $1. , Anterior :

cingulate activation.

Extendedactivation of S| and

additional activation of subgenual

cingulate in case of a neuralgic

attack

fMRI assessmentof cortical Contralateralactivation in area 2
activation from thermal pain _Parietal operculum,Contralateral
sensation cee anterior and posteriorInsula,

Ee cingulate
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stimulation. This was specially confirmatory as the frequency of the movementdid

not relate to any physiological cause.

Thetactile allodynia and unpleasantness short of a full blown neuralgic pain is a

commonfinding in patients with trigeminal neuralgia. Trigeminal neuralgia or‘tic

douloureux’ asit is also known,is associated with movementin facial muscles

whenthepain strikes. Unpleasantness or pain generated by air puffs can cause

small movementsof the headby reflex action during the scan. Asair puff

generatororthe air-tubes had no physical contact with the patient, any

movementnoticed wasa direct result of this reflex micromovement of the head.

The movementseen wasvalidated by ‘patient reporting’ of pain or

unpleasantness. The movementhadhighsensitivity in trigeminal neuralgia

patients in our experimental set up. It was present 100% of the times when a

neuralgic patient had reported a responsefollowing the fMRI run. Micromotion

wasalso seenin the run wherepatient reported triggering of a neuralgic attack.
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